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Letter from the Chair

I started to write this letter months ago. First, I was going to burble about our newly announced Special Guest, Dr. Kjell Lindgren. How he is an avid reader and his favorite genre is Science Fiction/ Fantasy. What he likes about Science Fiction is its perspective of what could be. How he grew up on Air Force bases around the world and has wanted to be an astronaut for as long as he can remember. How he grew up watching Star Wars (many times, he says) and played with Star Wars action figures. How he contacted us to ask if there was anything he could do to help Sasqugan.

I’ll tell you, when anyone says they are an astronaut and wants to help us, the first thing I do is to Google them. When I found him on the NASA site, I decided he was for real. Jill Eastlake, our Events Division Head, worked with Kjell and with NASA for over a year before everything was settled and we could finally announce him as a Special Guest. I hope you are just as excited as we are about actually having a member in space during the convention!

Then came the Hugo nominee announcements and the rush to get out the Hugo packets. The Hugo Ceremonies will have David Gerrold and Tananarive Due as the Masters of Ceremony. I am so pleased that they have agreed to do this and know they will do a great job. I know the Hugo Ceremonies committee is planning a great presentation that will be remembered for years. Please remember to vote for your choice of who should win a Hugo this year.

The Sasqugan Staff had their last all staff meeting in Spokane at the end of May. We got together to not only get to know each other better (some of us have never met except by email and Skype), but to tour our facilities and find out what all has been happening in all the different divisions. Also, since everybody has to eat, we wrote reviews of restaurants we visited, to help the people putting together the restaurant guide. This was fun since there are so many great places to eat in Spokane.

I will be at Anglicon and Westercon prior to Sasqugan. So if you are going to be at either of these conventions, look me up to say “Hi”.

See you in August,

Sally Woehrle
~Sasqugan Chair
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Explore Beautiful Spokane!
“Near Nature, Near Perfect”

One of the highlights of attending any Worldcon is getting to experience each new host city. Spokane, Washington, is unlike any recent Worldcon venue. With a population of just over 200,000, it has the charms of a relatively small town but the culture and diversity of the second largest city in Washington. Located in the high desert between the Cascade Range to the west and the Rocky Mountains to the east, Spokane is a great place to experience the outdoors. Spokane has four distinct seasons; warm summer high temperatures of 80 to 90 degrees Fahrenheit (27-32 degrees Celsius) plummet in the winter when the City typically receives four feet of snow. Be sure to allow some extra time in your convention schedule to ensure that you don’t miss out on everything Spokane has to offer.

Located just steps from the Convention Center, Riverfront Park covers 100 acres along the Spokane River and offers more than just a place to have a picnic and enjoy the view of the Spokane River. It also contains an IMAX theater, amusement park type rides, and a carousel that is on the National Registry of Historic Places. For the best views, try SkyRide, a suspended cable ride over the Spokane Falls, or the Spokane Falls Northern Railway, a narrated tour through the park that will give you the history of Riverfront Park and Spokane. For a more active experience, walk, run, or bike part of the 37-mile long Centennial Trail, which runs through downtown Spokane as well as east across the Idaho border all the way to Coeur d’Alene. It also connects the convention center with Gonzaga University.

Founded in 1810 and incorporated in 1881, Spokane is steeped in American history. Named after Native Americans who lived in the area, Spokane means “Children of the Sun.” Learn more about Spokane at the Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture, which celebrates visual art, regional history, and American Indian culture. A number of historic walking tour maps are available for various areas of the city, including of the city park system designed by Frederick Law Olmsted, the father of landscape architecture. If historic architecture is your passion, then don’t miss Browne’s Addition, the longtime home of Spokane’s upper crust and one of the few areas to survive the fire of 1889. The Jundt Museum at Gonzaga University showcases a variety of paintings, ceramics, photographs, and tapestries as well as a collection of Chihuly glass.

Whether you’re looking for a quiet place to experience nature, hiking, rock-climbing, fishing, or watersports, Spokane has something for you. A number of companies offer bike rentals, white water rafting, and even calm wine and dine floats. Riverside State Park, located about 20 minutes north of Spokane, boasts 55 miles of hiking and biking trails as well fishing, kayaking, and water skiing. For some outdoor adventure closer to town, check out the popular Minnenana Rocks at John C. Shields Park. A more urban nature experience can be had at the Manito Park and Botanical Gardens, with five gardens and a conservancy ranging over 90 acres. It also contains two play structures, so the kids can work off some energy, and a duck pond for when you’re looking to relax. The 65-acre John A. Finch Arboretum contains more than 2,000 labeled trees, plants and shrubs for you to explore free of charge.

Be sure to save some space in your suitcase, as Spokane offers a variety of shopping options. Don’t miss the chance to round out your audio collection at Four Thousand Holes, an independent record store. If you’re looking for a little entertainment, Uncle’s Games or the adjoining Auntie’s Books may have a solution. Or check out the many boutiques in downtown.

Spokane celebrates its agricultural heritage, and Sasquan will be taking place during the Peach Festival, in Mead, 10 miles north of Spokane. Sample some of the local bounty at the weekly Farmer’s Market on 5th Avenue, which is open on Wednesdays and Saturdays.

Find out more about Spokane and plan your trip at www.visitspokane.com.
Drink Like a Local

For many, the best way to experience a new place is through local food and drink. To avoid a wait, reservations are recommended. The restaurant guide will have many more suggestions, but here are some places to sample the best concoctions that Spokane has to offer. For a morning pick-me-up don't miss Atticus, a coffee shop and cafe, and check out its sister novelty shop, Boo Radleys.

If you want to try some local craft beers, you can try a new brewery every night. Here are a few options to get you started: Steam Plant, Liberty Ciderworks, Perry Street Brewing Company, No-Li Brewhouse, River City Brewing, Iron Goat Brewing, and Orlison Brewing Company.

These days, wine is produced nearly everywhere, but every region has its own flavor and Spokane is no exception. Try one of these local tasting rooms: Arbor Crest Wine Cellars, Emvy Cellars, Barrister Winery, Latah Creek Wine Cellars, Robert Karl Cellars, Bridge Press Cellars, Cougar Crest Estate Winery, Whitestone Winery, and V du V Wines.

Sometimes it's the Journey

If your trip to Worldcon includes a road trip of any significant distance, you might as well enjoy your time. Here are some potential travel highlights from the two closest United States airports.

From Portland, Oregon

Start your 350-mile, 5-1/2-hour drive from the Portland area, on scenic Highway 30. The Historic Columbia River Gorge Scenic Highway is a two lane road that starts just east of the Portland metro area and continues for 70 miles. At mile 25, you'll find the Vista House at Crown Point, which was built in 1916. The view from this clifftop house gives you an amazing view and is well worth the stop. You'll also want to be sure to stop for a picture of the majestic, 620 foot high Multnomah Falls at mile 30. When you reach the end of the Scenic Byway you'll find The Dalles. Visit the Columbia Gorge Discovery Center and Wasco County Historical Museum in order to learn all about the place you may only know as “the place everybody died of cholera” when playing The Oregon Trail in elementary school. From there, you'll continue following the Columbia River until taking Interstate 82 and Highway 395 northeast to Spokane.

From Seattle, Washington

If you're making the 280-mile, 4-hour drive from Seattle, here a few of the highlights along I-90. At mile 24, take a 4 mile detour to Snoqualmie Falls, the waterfall featured in the opening of Twin Peaks. The waterfall on the road from Portland may be bigger, but it wasn't on TV! Stop for a stretch break at mile 140 to admire Grandfather Cuts Loose the Ponies, a steel sculpture of 15 horses galloping across a ridge. In the same area, the Ginkgo Petrified Forest State Park offers a picnic area along the Columbia River, a great place to enjoy your lunch. Twenty miles up the road, the Gorge Amphitheater is located in George, Washington. Face it, you're going to stop in George, Washington, if only to take a picture of the city limit sign, so you might as well check out something else while you're there.
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Opening Ceremonies

Sasquan is a celebration of the Great Northwest and how history, science fiction, and fantasy overlap. Meet our wonderful guests and get a taste of things to come. We are thrilled to have local Native Americans participating in the show. Want to be surprised and delighted? Don’t miss our Opening Ceremonies, Wednesday at 3:00 PM in the Spokane Convention Center, Integra Ballroom 100B.

First Night:
Welcome to Spokane!
Welcome to Worldcon!

First Night is your chance to get a taste of the convention and a taste of our host city. We’ll start right after Opening Ceremonies on Wednesday. Meet and greet your fellow members of Sasquan. Take in a bit of Spokane. Music, laughter, fandom, fun. And don’t be too surprised to see a parade or a hula hoop. We’re not expecting an alien invasion, but you never know. Stranger things have happened.

Guinan’s Place
Bar and Cabaret

We are excited to host Guinan’s Place, a watering hole, bar, and cabaret, as part of Sasquan’s Exhibits in Hall C throughout the convention. Drop in some time to sample a bit of space, some local beer at the bar, and share your talent on a cozy cabaret stage with a friendly audience.

In additional to live video streams of the Hugo Awards Ceremony and the Masquerade, we are hoping to have performances a few times throughout the day and evening for singers, magicians, jugglers, story tellers, comedians, performers of all kinds; and an occasional interesting science topic may be presented as well. Entertainment must be PG-13 at all times, as members of all ages are welcome to come in and sit awhile.

We need your help! We need some folks to host the area, to ensure that the seating is right, the shows are set, and the lines aren’t long.

To sign up in advance to help host the bar for a few hours or to show your stuff, contact us at cabaret@sasquan.org.

Closing Ceremonies

Say farewell to Spokane and hello to Kansas City by reflecting on this Worldcon and looking forward to next year’s. Our closing ceremony will cap off a great convention in a great city in a great year of Science Fiction and Fantasy. Parting is such sweet sorrow! Closing Ceremonies will be held on Sunday at 3:00 PM in the Spokane Convention Center, Integra Ballroom 100B.
Events

Sasquan’s Masquerade and Hugo Ceremonies will take place in the INB Performing Arts Center. Both will be live-streamed to 100B (Second Stage) and Guinan’s Place. There will be beer available in Guinan’s Place, and you are welcome to bring in food from nearby in Hall D.

Hugo Awards

The 2015 Hugo Awards promises to be one of the most memorable ceremonies in years. Come be a part of history Saturday, August 22 at 8:00 PM in the INB Performing Arts Center. Your Masters of Ceremonies will be Sasquan Guest of Honor David Gerrold and Tananarive Due, and they’ve promised an entertaining ceremony. For those of you who won’t be making the trek to Sasquan but watching the Hugo Awards live via UStream, we are bookending the 2015 Hugo Awards with The Road to the Hugos, a livestreamed internet pre-and-post Hugo broadcast featuring Stephen Schapansky and Warren Frey of Radio Free Skaro. The show begins one hour before the Hugo ceremonies and continues for an hour afterward.

Saturday will be one for the record books, don’t miss out!

Welcome to the Sasquan Masquerade!

The Worldcon Masquerade is a judged costuming competition and stage show. Entrants are separated into divisions based on the costuming skill levels of the participants and judged by a panel (including some of our Guests of Honor and experienced Costumers).

Our Masquerade will be held on Friday, August 21. This is a very popular show, but there will be plenty of seating in the INB Performing Arts Center, so bring all your friends! The theater doors will open at 7:30 PM and the show will start at 8:00 PM sharp.

Kevin Roche will be the Master of Ceremonies for the evening. We will be using the International Costumers’ Guild (ICG) Fairness Guidelines Division System for entries. If you are considering entering please go to the Sasquan website www.sasquon.org/masquerade/rules/ for the details. You can pre-register online to reserve a spot.

Although it is advisable to premiere your Masquerade costume at the Masquerade itself, this is not mandatory. If we find you in a fabulous costume in the hallways of the Convention, we will recruit you into the Masquerade! If you are in doubt about entering, email us at masquerade@sasquon.org before arriving; or come by the Masquerade Registration table in costume or with a photo of yourself in your costume; or just talk to us about your costume, and we’ll be happy to help you decide whether or not to enter.

Masquerade Halftime will feature a performance by Guest of Honor Tom Smith.

Volunteer!

Don’t forget — one of the best ways to participate in the production of the Masquerade is to volunteer! We can’t do it without you — and we’ll need help for all aspects of the Masquerade. Want to see everything up close and personal? We can use your help in the Green Room. Want to be in the middle of the action? Become part of the stage crew for the evening, wearing black, being by the stage and ensuring the safety of our entrants. Want to document the costumes in photos? We’ll have a fan photo area. Want to do more? Write to us at masquerade@sasquon.org, and we’ll chat.

We’re looking forward to a great Masquerade, with a special category based on Guest of Honor David Gerrold’s books and stories. So join us — we’ll have a blast!
Events

Dances

Nightly balls, tea dances, classes in classic Terpsichore – dance events will abound at Sasquan!

**WorldProm: Wednesday 8:00-11:00 PM, Convention Center**

Join the celebration at the first ever junior/senior prom at Sasquan High, an elegant evening of DJ’d dancing that promises to be not the least bit awkward. Semi-formal attire admired, but not required.

**Dancing on the Discworld: Thursday 2:00 - 4:00 PM, Convention Center**

Enjoy an afternoon of lively country dancing, as they do it on the Discworld.

**200 Years: A Social Dance Odyssey, Part I: Thursday 7:00 - 9:00 PM, Davenport Hotel**

Take the ultimate crash course in social dance forms of the 19th, 20th, and 21st centuries, taught by Nick Enge and Melissa Carvell from the Library of Dance. In this whirlwind series of classes, we’ll give you a taste of every major partner dance style from the past 200 years of social dancing. In Part I, we’ll look at the major dance forms of the 19th century, including the waltz, galop, polka, and schottische, in preparation for the Girl Genius Ball.

**The Girl Genius Ball: Thursday 9:00 PM - Midnight, Davenport Hotel**

Professors Phil and Kaja Foglio of Transylvania Polygnostic University will host a Grand Ball featuring adventure, romance, and MAD SCIENCE, with gaslamp fantasy dancing in classic European style. Victorian, Gaslamp, Steampunk, or modern evening dress is admired, but not required. Come with or without a partner or experience — all dances will be taught and called, and frequent partner changing is encouraged in the spirit of true scientific inquiry.

**Ceili with Kaylee: Friday 2:00 - 4:00 PM, Convention Center**

Join Kaylee (a.k.a. Selene Stohl) for a rousing Ceili Dance. Ceili is a high energy social Irish dance. Steps and dances will be taught and called (similar to a square dance), so no experience is necessary. Come with or without a partner, and wear comfortable shoes.

**Friday Night Fusion: Friday 10:00 PM - 2:00 AM, Davenport Hotel**

Lilli Ann and Claire Carey from Dance for Joy! in Seattle will host a casual evening of blues and fusion dancing. Come as you are, no experience necessary. There will be a pre-dance lesson from 10:00 to 11:00 PM where we’ll teach you the delicious art of the Blues connection and basic Blues steps as well as how to develop a creatively inspired Fusion dance.

**Regency Dancing: Saturday 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM, Davenport Hotel**

Join dance master John Hertz for an afternoon of gracious Regency dancing. All dances will be called or taught. Come with or without a partner, no experience necessary. Costumes are admired, but not required.

**200 Years: A Social Dance Odyssey, Part II: Saturday 9:00 - 11:00 PM, Davenport Hotel**

In Part II, we’ll look at the major dance forms of the 19th century, including swing, the Latin dances, and club dancing, in preparation for the Time Traveler’s Ball.

**Time Traveler’s Ball: Saturday 11:00 PM - 2:00 AM, Davenport Hotel**

Calling all dancers, past, present, and future, from the farthest reaches of the multiverse! Wherever — and whenever — you may hail from, join us for the ultimate convention of social dancers across time and space. A wide array of music will be played for your social dancing pleasure, and dance masters Nick Enge and Melissa Carvell from the Library of Dance will call a variety of easy mixers. Authentic attire from your time and place of origin will be admired. Proof of interstellar or interchronic origin will also be admired, where applicable. Location: Marie Antoinette Ballroom, Davenport Hotel, Spokane, WA, United States of America, N 47.656699, W 117.424020, Earth.
Events

Media

The Sasquen media staff has been working this past year to bring the very best in visual and audio arts to the members of Sasquen. Here’s a taste of what’s happening during Sasquen.

You’ll find media happening throughout the convention in Spokane Convention Center rooms 203, 205 and 207. Larger programs will take place in the Spokane Convention Center Integra Ballroom 100B and 111C. Check your Pocket Program on site for exact schedules.

Film Festival

The Sasquen Film Festival will be screening independent films from around the world. What are independent films, also known as “indie” films? Basically, these are films that are produced without the financial backing of major studios, which are more dependent on blockbuster type films. We are now in an indie film boom. Many award-winning shorts and features are being produced every year and seen only by film festival audiences. At the Sasquen Film Festival, the opportunity to see the best that indie films offer is yours.

The Sasquen Film Festival will be screening films in the Spokane convention center. The best in Science Fiction and Fantasy, Horror, Animation, Fan and Documentary films will be shown. Highlights include the screening of the documentary, Lakeside: A Year with Jay Lake, and horror shorts based on the writings of H.P. Lovecraft and Edgar Allen Poe. You'll also enjoy international animation shorts and more.

Come, take a load off, and enjoy the best of short films from around the world.

Cartoons

Cartoons from an extensive personal collection will run three hours each day at Sasquen, featuring works from Disney, Warner Bros., Terrytoons, UPA, Universal/Lantz and other classic animators. Feature films — to be announced — will fill out the program!

Audio Theatre

Science fiction and fantasy programs have been on the radio for nearly as long as radio has existed, but audio drama is rarely recognized at science fiction conventions today. Join us for a fantastical ride through the history of science fiction audio, visiting old favorites, new classics, and forgotten gems.

Blast off for adventure on a galactic scale with Space Casey and Brad Lansky! Let Hammer Horror make your spine tingle! Unravel mysteries with Ruby the Galactic Gumshoe, or just have Firesign Theatre explain the cosmos to you! And in the true spirit of radio programs of yore, the Incomparable Radio Theater of the Air will be on hand to present a live audio drama.

That’s just some of what we’ve got lined up for you already, and we’re not done yet. Stay tuned to this frequency for more exciting announcements!

Anime

Immerse yourself in anime! From the current hits to the shows we all know and love, the anime department will be sure to have you coming back for more. Days will be themed from Comedy to Classics, Paranormal to Fantasy, and a healthy dose of science fiction on top, you’ll be sure to walk into an anime that fits your style at any time.
Events

Movie Trailer Park Previews
Keith & Alan’s Movie News and Previews are, in Worldcon-speak, sometimes called “Trailer Park. But why sit through a presentation of what are, essentially, commercials? Because they are so much more than that!

We think “movie previews” should be about more than just trailers. We will show a carefully curated selection of the latest movie previews for upcoming genre films (and talk about highly anticipated projects that are so far in the future they don’t have a preview to show – yet). But you also get movie news and rumors from Hollywood and beyond. We also highlight the latest trends, innovations, and challenges for the industry and also the wider entertainment culture — TV shows, home video, theme parks — the whole gamut! Topics like:

• What's going on with the franchises — Marvel, DC, Lord of the Rings, Disney, Avatar, Star Wars, Star Trek?
• What’s next for IMAX, 3-D, and High Frame Rate?
• What SF/F TV shows have been renewed for the fall? And what pilots are being filmed?
• Why did J.J. Abrams take on the new Star Wars movie, while he’s also doing Mission: Impossible and Star Trek?
• What is Walt Disney World in Florida doing to combat the success of Harry Potter at Universal?
• How is Universal reacting and what plans do they have to expand their success? And what’s the next superhero or franchise to get its own ride or land? — and a whole bunch more!

Keith Johnson and Alan Halfhill come from Norwescon, where theirs has been one of the most popular regular program for years.

BLOCK OUT YOUR SCHEDULE: We have now scheduled one of our two or three planned shows! We will be in Spokane Convention Center Room BAY111a, on Saturday from 4:00-5:30 PM. See you there!

U.S. Premiere of God is an Iron at Sasquan

God is an Iron is a faithful theatrical adaptation of Spider Robinson’s short story of the same name published in 1979 and later expanded into the novel, Mindkiller. The opening line is enough to tell what kind of story we’re talking about: “I smelled her before I saw her.” It’s the story of Karen, a young woman and a “wirehead” at the very end of her rope; and of Joe, the mysterious man who discovers her and puts her back together. It becomes clear, however, that they are both broken in their own ways and that, while he saves her life directly, she may be saving his as well. Adapted and produced by Elizabeth Cano, the Director of Black Box Theatres of Montreal, Canada; directed by Bruce J. Lambie, also with Black Box; starring Tali Brady as Karen and Gordon Watts as Joe. The play will be performed Thursday at 9:00 PM in the Integra Ballroom 100B, followed by a question and answer session.

Note that this story is not for children. There will be a list of local suicide support services in the back of the accompanying program booklet.

If you are interested in finding out more about Elizabeth Cano, Black Box Theatres, or supporting Elizabeth’s efforts to bring God is an Iron to Sasquan, the 73rd Worldcon, please go to: www.indiegogo.com/projects/god-is-an-iron-taking-the-stage-play-to-worldcon#home.
Program Division

Sasquan’s Program Division has been very busy, talking to hundreds of participants, creating items and scheduling an interesting and lively five days of activities including art workshops, autographing, costume workshops, demonstrations, dialogs, kaffeeeklatsches, kids activities, maker workshops, meetups, panels on a huge number of topics, readings, writers workshops, and young adult activities.

We’re kicking off the Worldcon by giving back to the local community through a blood drive. On Wednesday from 10:30 AM - 3:15 PM, stop by the Inland Northwest Blood Center bus parked right outside the front doors of the Convention Center and donate a pint of blood. We thank the Heinlein Society for its support of this project. For information about how to make an appointment to give blood, check the web site (www.sasquan.org/program) closer to the convention. Give an hour, save a life!

Some of our major Program items during Sasquan will include:

- AfroFuturism in Comics & Science Fiction
- Fantasy Creation for the Bold
- SF Story Slam or Doctor Whose Line Is It Anyway?
- Dialog between Robert Silverberg & George R. R. Martin
- If I Ran the Zoo Con, an updated version of a classic roleplaying game for con-runners
- Dystopian Realities: What if Fiction’s Most Dire Prophesies Come True?
- Chinese Myths and Traditions in Contemporary Literature of the Fantastic
- How to Design a Hugo Base
- We Won: How SF, Fantasy, Horror, and Comics Have Taken Over TV
- George R. R. Martin reading from The Winds of Winter
- Memorials for Sir Terry Pratchett and Leonard Nimoy

We expect to have a full schedule online by the end of July, to give you a few weeks to make your plans.

Speculative Science Fiction Writers Workshops

Sasquan provides full attending members the opportunity to have their manuscripts evaluated by published writers and industry professionals who enjoy helping them grow as artists. The Sasquan Writers Workshop is divided into several sections of small critique circles for either experienced or beginning writers, based on the principle that good critiquing skills make good writing skills. The workshops are open to writers over 18, will last for three hours, require advanced sign-up and a $25 fee. Sign-up for the workshops closes on June 24, 2015.

For more details on our Writers Workshops, see www.sasquan.org/writers-workshop.

Young Adult

The Young Adult program is building an exciting selection of panels, workshops, and activities for Sasquan’s teens, as well as young-at-heart members. From dystopias to The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, zombies, fandom, Girl Genius, and horror, our YA panels have something for everyone, plus workshops and panels on writing young adult fiction. Panelists include Kate Elliott, Paolo Bacigalupi, Dan Wells, Marissa Meyer and other fabulous authors in science fiction, fantasy, horror, and more.

Kids

Kids activities will run during the day for Sasquan’s younger members between the ages of 6 and 12.
**Super Science Saturday**

Saturday’s programming will have a special focus on science. We’ll take over Guinan’s Place in Hall C for displays and demonstrations between 10:00 AM and 6:00 PM. The demos will include *Evolutionary Robotics* (smartphone-powered robots whose behaviors evolve), an exhibit of virus sculptures constructed from crystals, glass beads, and stones, and a display of projects constructed by the local maker community. The Mobius Science Center & Children's Museum promises a science demonstration with audience participation that will highlight experiments and demonstrations using Tesla coils, Van Der Graaf generators, supersonic ping pong ball cannons, and chemical experiments that go “BOOM”. We are also planning a series of lectures on black holes, future economics, antimatter, northwestern geology, and the future of aging.

**Award Ceremonies**

In addition to the Hugo Awards, other awards ceremonies at Sasquan will include the Chesley Awards, Prometheus Awards, Sidewise Awards and the Golden Duck Awards. If your organization has an award to hand out during Worldcon, please write to program@sasquan.org by June 30 and we'll see if we can fit it in.

**Student Poster Competition**

The 2015 World Science Fiction Convention is looking for high school students, undergraduate students, graduate students, or post-doctoral scholars to participate in its Super Science Saturday event. Saturday programming will include talks, exhibits and demonstrations. There will be a $100 prize for the poster that best communicates science to the general public. To participate, send an email to Sam Scheiner (posters@sasquan.org). Please include your name, your academic affiliation, the poster title, and an abstract of no more than 100 words. The deadline for entries is July 1, 2015.

**Late Night Program**

While we need to be out of the Convention Center by midnight, there will be some function rooms on the first floor of the DoubleTree Hotel that will run all night. Rooms for Video, Gaming and Filking will be open 24 hours a day in the DoubleTree.
Program

Maker

We are looking for panelists to talk about how they use their Maker and Hacker skills to complement their writing/drawing/world-building. Do you physically build your world for your stories using a 3D printer, CNC mill, or laser cutter? Do you virtually build one, and if so, what software do you use?

How else do you combine your Maker skills with your science fiction and fantasy efforts? Would you be willing to do a panel, share your tips with others, or do a demonstration/workshop? If you have experience along these lines, write to program@sasquan.org and include the word “Maker” in the subject line.

Costume

Costume Programming is focusing on workshops and demonstrations, so you can leave Sasquan with new skills and understanding that you can apply to future costumes, garments, and wearable art. Of course, we will have panels, too.

No costume-related topic area will be left uncovered, if it can be helped! We have lots of interesting topics in the works.

One item of note will be the Masquerade Show and Tell, where the people who competed in the Masquerade the night before will display their costumes, so you can see them up close. They may even tell you how they did a technique or made a particular item.

Gaming

Sasquan Gaming Programming will have panels on computer and video games, board games, and roleplaying. Game designers, authors, artists, and fans will discuss not just how good games are made but how games can inform and inspire other aspects of fannish creativity. Panels we are preparing include Writing For Video Games, The Best Video Games Ever!, and The Game Designer’s Toolbox, among others. Whether you already love gaming as part of your fandom or are interested in learning more, please feel free to join us!

Classics of Science Fiction Discussions

John Hertz will be leading three discussions on classic SF books during Worldcon:

R. A. Lafferty - Past Master (1968)
C.S. Lewis - Out of the Silent Planet (1938)
A. E. Van Vogt - Slan (1946)

You can find these books at most libraries, used book stores, or through amazon.com. Even if you haven’t read the book, stop by to learn about these classics of SF.
**Discworld**

Various North American Discworld Guilds have been invited to organize and host Discworld fan meets at Sasquan. These include:
The Seamstress Guild — famous for its parties, it has many decorators, costumers and performers among its members
The Alchemists — our science minds
The Cunning Artificers — arts and crafts
Discworld Musicians and Singers — filking and other fun
Engravers & Printers — our writers and editors
The Dark Clerks — folks who like to organize both paper and people behind the scenes
The Bakers — lovers of food and drink who may be leading some of our pub crawls
The Witches & Wizards — cunning women and men who love history, myth, and folklore
The Black Ribboners — Discworld folks in recovery
Various Discworld Family Groups; and more.

We will have a memorial for Sir Terry as part of the Sasquan Program. Remembering Terry: [http://it-bodes.blogspot.com/2015/03/north-american-discworld-fans-remember.html](http://it-bodes.blogspot.com/2015/03/north-american-discworld-fans-remember.html).

**Exhibits**

**Discworld Exhibit**

Sir Terry Pratchett’s *Discworld* humorous fantasy series will be represented by an exhibit at Sasquan. Intended to act as an introduction to Discworld for those unfamiliar with the series, it will include fun references for long-time fans as well. Items displayed will include a mix of official merchandise, vintage and handmade items, costume assemblages, a memorial to Sir Terry Pratchett, and a demonstration of the “Discworld: The Ankh-Morpork Map” app. We look forward to welcoming Sir Terry’s many fans from around the globe at Sasquan.

**Kaffeeklatsches, Literary Beers, & Pub Crawls**

Kaffeeklatsches and Literary Beers are opportunities for fans — 10 at a time — to meet with their favorite writer or artist. A Pub Crawl takes about 20 fans on a walk through downtown Spokane to visit a few local bars and brewpubs. Advance sign-ups will be required. Typically, the sign-ups take place in person at the convention. However, there’s a chance that we will be able to offer online sign-up for these items. Watch the Facebook account ([www.facebook.com/sasquan](http://www.facebook.com/sasquan)), Program Twitter account (@sasquanprogram) and Website ([www.sasquan.org/program](http://www.sasquan.org/program)) this summer for more information about whether online sign-up will be available and how to sign-up.

**Meetup Signup**

Meetups (A.K.A. Discussion Groups or Special Interest Groups) are organized by individuals or groups and not by Sasquan. Most meetups are scheduled during off-peak program times between 9:00 AM and 10:00 AM or after 5:30 PM. Space permitting, you can organize a discussion of your favorite Marvel superhero or have a meeting of your local club at Worldcon. Other common meetups include Friends of Bill W. and Black Ribboners (both for fans in recovery), informal religious services, and the like. To request a time and a room for a meetup, write to [program@sasquan.org](mailto:program@sasquan.org) by July 15 and tell us the name of your group, who’s responsible for this meetup, roughly how many people you expect, and whether you prefer a morning or an evening time slot.

Please note: no outside food or drink is allowed in Sasquan program space, but food or drink bought inside the Convention Center is fine in any function room!
Special Guest Dr. Kjell Lindgren

Sasquan is excited to welcome NASA Astronaut Dr. Kjell Lindgren as a Special Guest in Spokane. Well, sort of.

Dr. Lindgren is currently serving as a Flight Engineer on the International Space Station (ISS) Expedition 44 and 45. He will be answering questions about his work on the ISS in a series of taped interviews which will be shown at Worldcon.

Dr. Kjell Lindgren was born in Taiwan, went to school in England and Virginia, and currently calls Texas home. He is a family man, enjoying board games, video games, and Tae Kwon Do with his kids. He has a lifelong interest in science fiction and fantasy; his list of favorite authors includes Orson Scott Card, Tom Clancy, Arthur C. Clarke, Ernest Cline, Joe Haldeman, Robert Heinlein, Stephen King, George R. R. Martin, C. S. Lewis, Patrick Rothfuss, Brandon Sanderson, Neal Stephenson, Kim Stanley Robinson, J. R. R. Tolkien, Vernor Vinge, Bill Watterson, and Connie Willis. He says, “My path to space has been paved with books,” and for him a book appears on the mission patch for ISS Expedition 45. He has a particular interest in reading and education, hoping to share and broaden the path that led him into space with today’s students and tomorrow’s spacefarers.

Dr. Lindgren is a board-certified practitioner of emergency medicine and aerospace medicine. He has a Bachelor of Science in Biology from the United States Air Force Academy, a Master’s degree in Cardiovascular Physiology, and a Doctorate of Medicine from the University of Colorado. He completed a three-year residency in emergency medicine, including a year as chief resident, at the Hennepin County Medical Center in Minneapolis, and completed a National Library of Medicine Post-Doctoral Fellowship and Master of Health Informatics at the University of Minnesota, as well as a two-year residency in Space Medicine and Master of Public Health at the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston. He served as a deputy crew surgeon for STS-130 and ISS Expedition 24 and was selected for the astronaut training program in 2009. He was CAPCOM (spacecraft communicator) for ISS-30 in 2011-2012.

During his expedition, Dr. Lindgren will work on a variety of experiments involving crystal growth, zero-g combustion, and robotics. His research will also look at how the human body is affected by the rigors of spaceflight, specifically, the aging process, muscle wasting, bone loss, radiation exposure, and long-term isolation.
Exhibits

Art Show

Sasquan is looking forward to an amazing art show! Listed below are just some of the artists who will be exhibiting at Sasquan.

Sandra Ackley
Durlyn Alexander: www.durlyn.com
John Alexander: lexlothur.deviantart.com
Aubry Andersen: www.akarchy.com
Marla Baer-Peckham
Kim Beaton
Eskild Beck: www.starflight.dk
Alan Beck: www.alanfbeck.com
Jo Brown
Gretchen Brummer
Rob Carlos: www.colorssmith.com
Eden Celeste: www.edenceleste.com
Mark Chapman
Peri Charlfu: aegangoods.com
Sarah Clemens: sclemens@cox.net
Daniel Cortopassi: www.danielcortopassi.com
Deborah Cross
Loren Damewood: www.golden-knots.com
Julie Dillon: www.juliedillonart.com
John Douglass: artships.com
Michele Ellington
Lynne Fahnstalk:
  www.smilingdragonflystudio.com
Sara Felix: sillysarause.deviantart.com
Mark Ferrari: www.markferrari.com
Dianne Gardner
Shaenon Garrity
John R. Gray III: johnrgrayiii.com
Actaphasia Grey: www.catgrey.com
Theresa Halbert
Richard Hescox: www.richardhescox.com
Debbie Hoover
Bobbie Hull: BobbieBentonHull.com
Angela Jones: www.angelwearcreations.com
Miriam Keith: www.mimustudios.com
Sophie SoMK Klesen: somk.gallery
L. Pierce Ludke
Richard Man: richardmanphoto.com
Theresa Mather: www.RockFeatherScissors.com
Jerry Minor
Betsy Mott
Lee Moyer: www.leemoyer.com
Leslie Newcomer: www.fantasycatart.com
Goldeen Ogawa: www.goldeenogawa.com
Carole Parker
Arlin Robins
Mark Roland: www.rolandscapes.com
Ralph J. Ryan
Spring Schoenhuth: springtimecreations.com
Maurine Starkey: mystarkey.deviantart.com/
Brandy Stark: www.bstarkart.com/main.html
John (Jack) A. Stelnicki
Ezra Stewart
Sandy Tomezik
Tammy Tripp
Wendy Van Camp
Andy VanOverberghe:
  www.andyvanoverberghe.blogspot.com
Vincent Villafranca:
  www.villafrancasculpture.com
Paulin Walsh: www.espressostoat.com
Tomi Welch: www.tomiquilts.com

Dealers Room

The Dealers Room will be located in Hall A of the Exhibition Hall. Our planned schedule is:

Wednesday, 8/19: Noon – 6:00 PM
Thursday, 8/20: 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM
Friday, 8/21: 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM
Saturday, 8/22: 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM
Sunday, 8/23: 11:00 AM – 6:00 PM

We have a great lineup of dealers, with some new things as well as the tried and true staples of Worldcon Dealers rooms. Come visit to find books, costumes, games, jewelry, and other sundry items you will suddenly find you want!

The Dealers Room is currently full, and a waitlist has been established. Please check the Sasquan website for the full list of confirmed dealers.
Confirmed Participants

We will have several hundred program participants. Our participant information is frequently updated at www.sasquan.org/participants. Here are our confirmed program participants as of April 26, 2015:

Brooke Abbey
John Joseph Adams
Alma Alexander
E. C. Ambrose
Kevin J. Anderson
Paolo Bacigalupi
James Bacon
Kate Baker
Gerri Balter
Steven Barnes
Greg Bear
Elizabeth Bear
Astrid Bear
Annie Bellet
Carol Berg
Joshua Bilmes
Kendare Blake
Susan A Bolich
Alan Boyle
Patricia Briggs
David Brin
Ajani Brown
Charlotte Lewis Brown
Jennifer Brozek
Ginjer Buchanan
Troy Bucher
Chris Burgess
Pat Cadigan
Rob Carlos
Gail Carriger
Jennifer L. Carson
Jeffrey A. Carver
Amy Sterling Casil
Cecil Castellucci
Ann Chamberlin
Cassandra Rose Clarke
Neil Clarke
Brenda Clough
Guy Consolmagno
Stephen Cooper
Brenda Cooper
Ellen Datlow
Dominick D’Aunno
Klarissa Davis
Vincent Docherty
Michelle Dockrey
Matthew Dockrey
Sarina Dorie
Tananarive Due
Scott Edelman
Gary Ehrlich
Phyllis Eide
Kate Elliott
Craig Engler
Alaina Ewing
Doug Farren
Mark J. Ferrari
Jim Fiscus
Phil Foglio
Kaja Foglio
Susan Forest
Brad Foster
Megan Frank Queen
Deby Fredericks
Janet Freeman-Daily
Warren Frey
Gregory Gadow
Deb Geisler
David Gerrold
Nichole Giles
Laura Anne Gilman
James C. Glass
Glenn Glazer
Molly Gloss
Steven Gould
Inez Gowsell
Sandra C. Greenberg
Daryl Gregory
Tim Griffin
David Grubbs
Eileen Gunn
Karen Haber
James C. Glass
Glenn Glazer
Molly Gloss
Steven Gould
Inez Gowsell
Sandra C. Greenberg
Daryl Gregory
Tim Griffin
David Grubbs
Eileen Gunn
Karen Haber
Joe Haldeman
Gay Haldeman
David Hartwell
Rhiannon Held
Randy Henderson
John Hertz
Melanie Herz
Patrick Hester
Bill Higgins
P. C. Hodgell
Jeremy Holcomb
Anne Hoppe
Annalee Flower Horne
Rich Horton
Nina Horvath
Walter H. Hunt
Kameron Hurley
M.K. Hutchins
Matthew Johnson
Frog Jones
H.M. Jones
Heather Rose Jones
Esther Jones
Richard Kadrey
Jordin T. Kare
Cherise Kelley
James Kelly
Daniel Kimmel
Mary Robinette Kowal
Nancy Kress
Yanni Kuznia
Mur Lafferty
Erin Lale
Ann Leckie
Fonda Lee
Mary Soon Lee
Elizabeth Leggett
Edward M. Lerner
Fred Lerner
David D. Levine
Tony Lewis
Jacqueline Lichtenberg
Kjell Lindgren
Grá Linnaea
Ken Liu
Jean Lorrah
Perrianne Lurie
Bradford Lyau
Scott Lynch
Shahid Mahmud
Laurie Mann
Jim Mann
Louise Marley
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Darlene Marshall
George R. R. Martin
Todd McCaffrey
Julie McGilliard
Seanan McGuire
Vonda N. McIntyre
Beth Meacham
Johanna Mead
Marissa Meyer
Kamila Miller
Rory Miller
Laura J. Mixon
Rebecca Moesta
Nancy Jane Moore
Linda Nagata
G. David Nordley
Ronald Oakes
Priscilla Olson
Mark L. Olson
Mark Oshiro
Ada Palmer
Susan Palwick
Patty Panek
Carole I. Parker
Babak Parviz
David Peterson
Pierre Pettinger Jr
Sandra Pettinger
Sarah Pinsker
Phyllis Irene Radford
Cat Rambo
Jenn Reese
Charlie Reeves
Mike Resnick
Jessica Rising
Arlin Robins
Madeleine Robins
Kevin Roche
Lauren Roy
Brandon Sanderson
Steve Savitzky
Robert J. Sawyer
Steven Schapansky
Sam Scheiner
Bryan Thomas Schmidt
Stanley Schmidt
Lawrence M. Schoen
Karl Schroeder
Stephen Segal
Stu Segal
Andi Shechter
Steven Silver
Robert Silverberg
Janna Silverstein
Jack Skillingstead
Kathleen Sloan
Alan Smale
Randy Smith
Tom Smith
Jason Snell
Bud Sparhawk
Andrea G. Stewart
Charles Stross
Jeff Sturgeon
Brenda Sutton
Bill Sutton
Michael Swanwick
Eric Swedin
Fei Tang Tang Fei
Amy Thomson
Kaede Tinney
Betsy Tinney
Levan Tsertsvadze
Leslie Turek
Setsu Uzume
Jo Walton
Kanyu Wang
Cynthia Ward
Janine Wardale
John Wardale
Toni Weisskopf
Martha Wells
Dan Wells
Gwen Whiting
Rick Wilber
Kevin Wiley
Edward Willett
Connie Willis
Daniel H. Wilson
Sally Woehrle
Gary K. Wolfe
Brianna Spacekat Wu
Frank Wu
Eugenia Lily Yu

To boldly go where no Worldcon has gone before.
Sasquan Hotel Report

Sasquan has been adding additional hotels via the convention and visitors bureau (CVB), Visit Spokane, which oversees our housing bureau system. Besides the contracted hotels (Davenport, DoubleTree, Grand, Red Lion At The Park, and Red Lion River Inn) we’ve added smaller hotels that are within one (1) mile of the Spokane Convention Center (SCC): Best Western, Holiday Inn Express, Quality Inn Downtown, Ruby, and Ruby2. The CVB continues to work with other nearby hotels for additional rooms to add to our block. If you still need a room reservation, please check back periodically using the system online (www.visitspokane.com/sasquan). Should you have any reservation issues, please send an email to hb@sasquan.org, which goes to the CVB and Sasquan’s Facilities Team. Remember: if you make a reservation with a hotel and don’t use our housing bureau system, then we don’t get credit for your stay (which negatively impacts our budget), and we can’t help you with any reservation questions or problems.

We are currently negotiating contracts with the Davenport and Grand for using their suites. Once these addenda are completed and signed, we’ll begin assigning groups and parties (“meet and greets” in Marriott terminology) to the contracted suites. The suites at the DoubleTree and at the two Red Lion hotels are already contracted for, and we are assigning them now.

We will be using all of the function space at the DoubleTree Hotel for Sasquan, and some events will be held at the Davenport. Details will appear in the program schedule when that is completed. We are currently not using any function space at the Grand or Red Lion hotels. The Consuite and Staff Den will be at the DoubleTree using suites with overflow rooms.

If you have any questions about space at the hotels, please write to facilities@sasquan.org.

Accessibility

The accessibility team is excited about Sasquan, and we plan to make the convention accessible to fans with a variety of needs. Please read more at: www.sasquan.org/accessibility.

Forms for mobility scooter rentals will be posted on our website shortly. The scooters will be available for pickup after noon on Tuesday and must be returned by 8:00 PM Sunday, unless special arrangements are made in advance.

If you have any questions about access at Spokane, please write to: accessibility@sasquan.org.

Shuttle Service

Sasquan is currently negotiating with transportation vendors to provide shuttle service between the Convention Center/DoubleTree/Grand complex and our outlying contracted hotels for the days of the convention. We anticipate that the service will run as a continuous loop throughout the day, with additional vehicles added in the evenings and on Hugo Award and Masquerade nights to meet the expected demand.

All vendors with whom we are working have scooter/wheelchair access. We hope to achieve a maximum wait time of 20 minutes during the day (and we’re workin’ hard for 15!) and 10 minutes at peak times during the evening. We anticipate scheduling stops at the Davenport Hotel and Tower (the party hotel), the Red Lion Hotel at the Park, and the Red Lion River Inn, as well as the Convention Center/DoubleTree/Grand complex.

Additionally, many of the convention hotels may be willing to use their hotel shuttles to transport their guests to other destinations in downtown Spokane, including the Convention Center and other hotels.
Childcare at Sasquann

We are thrilled to have chosen KiddieCorp (www.kiddiecorp.com) as the professional childcare provider to Sasquann. KiddieCorp has worked regularly with Worldcons in recent years, in L.A., Denver, Montreal, Reno, Chicago and San Antonio, and has an excellent understanding of our needs and interests.

KiddieCorp’s service will be available to all children aged 12 or under as of the start of the convention. Child memberships costing $90 are available for all children in this age group and include 8 hours of free childcare. Alternately, a total of 8 hours of free childcare are included with Family Memberships. Additional hours are then chargeable at a rate of $10 per hour.

Children under 6 can attend the convention as Kids-in-Tow without paying a membership fee, but will not receive any free childcare and will therefore need to pay the $10 per hour charge for all childcare hours that they use.

Please note that your children must be registered with the convention (whether with Child/Family memberships or as Kids-in-Tow) before they can be booked into the KiddieCorp service.

The childcare service will be located in one of the two hotels connected to the Convention Center. We have included evening services on Friday and Saturday to enable parents to attend the parties as well as Masquerade and/or Hugo Award Ceremonies. Please note that children can only receive a maximum of 10 hours of childcare on any single day. The childcare service will be available during the following hours (subject to change):

- Wednesday 8/19: 1:00 PM – 6:00 PM
- Thursday 8/20: 9:30 AM – 6:00 PM
- Friday 8/21: 9:30 AM – Midnight
- Saturday 8/22: 9:30 AM – Midnight
- Sunday 8/23: 9:30 AM – 3:00 PM

Childcare capacity is limited and we urge parents to book all childcare hours in advance where possible, so we can ensure adequate staffing and service.

Full details of the service arrangements and how to book are available on the Sasquann website. We anticipate that booking will be available online as well as by post, and that KiddieCorp will accept bookings directly from Sasquann members. Places will be limited and allocated on a first-come, first-served basis, so please book well in advance.

If you have any questions about childcare services, please contact Lisa Garrison-Ragsdale, Childcare Liaison, at childcare@sasquann.org.

Possible Kiddiecorp Children’s Activities

KiddieCorp will be offering a wide variety of activities tailored to the different age ranges from babies through to 12-year-olds. The exact program will be designed for us, but may typically include:

- Artist Alley — beaded jewelry, fun paper bag hats, colorful collages, and more — including the child’s very own hand-puppet to take home.
- Adrenaline Rush — group games such as Simon Says, Relay Races, Duck-Duck-Goose and Red Light Green Light, plus playing in fun children’s tents or going through an obstacle course.
- Peaceful Play Land — relaxation in a quieter area, with books for all ages and story time throughout the day. There will also be tea sets and play food for the children who like to play grocery store or house.
- Construction Zone — an area dedicated to blocks and Lego, plus a Play Doh sculpting station.
- Tiny Tikes for Infants and Toddlers — the youngest children will be surrounded by tactile toys to stimulate fun and learning. There will be soft building blocks, stacking toys and activity centers, plus various ride-ons, toddler books, and sing-a-longs with favorite nursery rhymes. To help the kids stay on their napping schedule, we will do our best to have everyone settle down for a rest a couple times throughout each day.
Get Involved ~ Volunteer!

Alas, there is no special membership rate for volunteering at Sasquan, and volunteers must buy a membership. BUT — in addition to the undying gratitude of the convention committee and all of science fiction fandom, volunteers working 20 hours or more will receive membership reimbursements (subject to funds availability). Extra credit can be earned for work during move-in and move-out. So what are you waiting for? VOLUNTEER.

Work as a volunteer will also grant you access to the Staff Den, where you can unwind and partake of light refreshments. After each four-hour shift, a volunteer will receive a one-use pass to the Den, and after a total of 20 hours an unlimited pass. Again, extra credit will be given for work during move-in and move-out.

Volunteers will also be eligible for prize drawings and freebies that won’t be offered to other members.

For reasons that we’re sure don’t have to be explained, volunteers under age 18 must have the signed consent of a parent or guardian.

Open Positions

EVENTS DIVISION

Processions Coordinator — We need one or two people (who can work together) to select themes for, advertise, organize, and walk small processions or parades from just outside the Convention Center through the Park once or twice a day throughout the convention. This is an Area Head position that works directly with the Division Head and Deputy Division Heads. Themes have been and will continue to be collected. Final selections will be made in cooperation with the Division Head. The Coordinator will select and walk the path and ensure that the participants enjoy the walk and attract attention from passers-by, in only the most positive way!

Film Festival — Volunteers needed to supervise the Film Festival room in four-hour shifts. Some computer skills needed as films are placed on computer play list. Great for lovers of independent films.

Anime Theater — Volunteers needed to supervise the Anime Theater in four-hour shifts. Duties include making sure that A/V is working correctly and that minors do not enter at inappropriate times. The theater will be open 24/7, so late night shifts are available.

Audio Theatre — This track will showcase science fiction recordings from the Golden age of Radio to present day. We’re looking for people to put in a few hours playing CDs, taking notes on attendance, and making announcements.

First Night — First Night is Sasquan’s Big Event for Wednesday evening. We’re looking for performers, organizers, and people to help with set-up and/or clean-up of the biggest outdoor Worldcon party ever!

Masquerade — The Masquerade needs Registration Desk Personnel, Rehearsal Wranglers, a Green Room Den Leader, a Check-In Clerk, and a few other jobs.

Event Ushers — Ushers needed for the Hugo Awards, the Masquerade, Opening and Closing Ceremonies, and various other events.

EXHIBITS DIVISION

Art Show — Volunteers needed for set-up, hanging mail-in art, helping artists with registration, packing up unsold art and tear-down.
**PROGRAM DIVISION**

Program Setup — We need people from 9:00 AM - noon on Wednesday 8/19 to help with set-up in the Convention Center. Meet at 206A at 9:00 AM.

Autographing — Need line wranglers during the day to help keep the autographing lines moving smoothly. No prior experience necessary, but you may be standing for long periods. On the plus side, you get to see your favorite authors up close.

Children's Programming —
Want to see Worldcon from a younger point of view? Come play with us in Children’s Programming. There will be plenty going on from making things, to discussions, to playing games. Enjoy being a kid again!

Kaffeeklatsches — We need volunteers to help with the sign-up table for kaffeeklatsches.

**TECH DIVISION**

A/V Coordinator — Tech is looking for a volunteer to work as an A/V coordinator before and during the convention.

A/V Staff — Tech is looking for staff for move-in, operations during the convention, and move-out.

**FACILITIES DIVISION**

Hotel Liaisons Area Head — The head of the Hotel Liaison Area will supervise the liaisons with the individual hotels and deal with issues that cannot be resolved at lower levels. Experience as a hotel liaison at a Worldcon or regional convention is highly desirable.

Hotel Liaisons — Each hotel with which Sasquan has a contract will require a liaison. Some may need more than one. The hotel liaison will respond to all issues that arise at the assigned hotel, which may range from improper room setups to garbled reservations to alleged misconduct by convention members. Experience will be useful but is not mandatory.

Housing Bureau Liaison — The primary duty of this position is to coordinate with the convention’s housing bureau to ensure that members’ reservation requests are handled properly and to respond to questions and complaints. Most of the work will be done before the convention and on the first two days.

**FINANCE DIVISION**

Treasury Staff — Six experienced staff for at-convention Treasury work. Volunteers should have references and experience working treasury at other conventions.

Registration Staff — Volunteers needed for the Registration Desk, beginning on Tuesday. Four-hour shifts. Experience not required, only a friendly and helpful attitude.

**PROMOTIONS DIVISION**

Web Content — Several volunteers to work with departments to gather and post content to website. Writing skills required, HTML/CSS a plus. Should be willing to learn and use WordPress. An hour of work a day.

Web Development — Help develop PHP/SQL content for the Sasquan website.

At-Con Volunteers — Tech is looking for volunteers with sound, lighting, and video experience for work starting Tuesday before the convention until the final day of the convention (8/18 - 8/23).
Washington State’s peculiar liquor laws), takes steps to rectify rules violations, and deals with any problems that arise. The Davenport has been designated as the party hotel, so the work of the position will be easiest for someone who is staying there.

Suites Maven — The Suites Maven assigns suites at the party hotel (the Davenport) to parties and to individuals who request them. This position requires a thorough knowledge of fannish protocols and will probably involve negotiation with the numerous claimants to suites.

Operations Division

Truck Loaders (move-in) — Volunteers needed Sunday before con (8/16) in Seattle to load trucks headed to Spokane.

Truck Unloaders (move-in) — Volunteers needed at the Spokane Convention Center, Monday 8/17 at 3:00 PM, to unload trucks with Sasquan supplies.

Truck Directors — Two volunteers are needed Tuesday 8/18 to direct Dealers and Exhibitors unloading wares.

Truck Loaders (move-out) — Volunteers needed to load Sasquan supplies into trucks at the end of the convention on Sunday 8/23 and Monday 8/24.

Truck Unloaders (move-out) — Volunteers needed Tuesday after con (8/25) to unload Sasquan supplies from trucks in Seattle.

Services Division

Information Desk — We’re looking for friendly people who are good at reading schedules and maps, giving directions and answering questions politely. The more, the merrier!

Sign Shop Assistant Coordinators — We are looking for two or three individuals willing to dedicate time to the organization and operation of the on-site Sign Shop. There is an especially great need for someone who will be available as early as Monday but definitely by Tuesday morning. Assistant Coordinators will share responsibility with the Coordinator for getting the shop up and keeping it running before and during the convention. Typical tasks include assembly of pre-printed signs onto foam core board, organizing pre-printed signs for distribution to the correct departments, and printing new signs as requests come in.

Sign Assembly — Volunteers needed on Tuesday, 8/18, to assist with the assembly of pre-printed signs onto self-adhesive foam core boards. (Spray adhesive will NOT be used!) Tasks include cutting foam core boards down to fit required sign sizes and careful attachment of pre-printed signs onto the boards.

Transportation Area Head and Coordinators — Sasquan plans to provide shuttle service between the Spokane Convention Center and the convention hotels. We need an Area Head to make arrangements with a shuttle company and one or (probably) more coordinators to make sure that the buses run on time and to handle any problems that arise.

Off-Site Tour Manager — We’re looking for a pre-con volunteer to coordinate with local tour vendors and attractions and to manage tour sign-ups at con.

Giveaways to Members — Two volunteers needed to inform publishers and studios about how to send materials to Sasquan, arrange for the storage and delivery of items, plan distribution and dispose of leftovers after the convention.

Disposal Unit — Two volunteers needed to manage disposal of supplies, equipment and furniture purchased by the convention. Volunteers needed for at-con and post-convention work.
75th World Science Fiction Convention—2017 Site Selection Ballot

Everyone who votes is automatically a Supporting member of the selected 75th Worldcon

Rules (Please read carefully):

Eligibility: To be eligible to vote, you must be a living, natural person and either a Full Attending, Military, Young Adult, or Supporting Member of Sasquan. Ballots cast for memberships held by non-natural persons, such as “Guest of” memberships, clubs, toys, etcetera, may only be voted as “No Preference.” Please note that Single Day Admissions do NOT include voting rights.

If you do not have a membership and want to vote, you may purchase a Supporting Membership on the Sasquan website (https://sasquan.swoc.us/sasquan/reg.php/). No Sasquan memberships can be purchased via a ballot submitted by mail.

You must pay an Advance Supporting Membership (Voting) fee of $40 U.S. in order to vote in the 2017 Worldcon site selection. You may pay for your voting fee with a personal check or money order in U.S. funds, payable to “75th Worldcon”, mailed with your ballot to the address in Pennsylvania below. If you want to pay via credit card, you must prepay your voting fee on the Sasquan website. Follow the instructions on the site at http://sasquan.org/site-selection/. Please use the subpage for paying the voting fee for the 2017 Worldcon site selection. You will receive a voting token; please enter it on your ballot.

You may also cast your signed ballot prior to Sasquan by email by first paying the Advance Supporting Membership fee online and then emailing your signed ballot to ballot2017siteselection@sasquan.org.

If you choose to vote at Sasquan, you may pay the Advance Supporting Membership fee at that time.

Do not mail cash. Mail and email ballots must be received by 24:00 PDT on Monday, August 10, 2015.

Voting: Site Selection ballots are tallied by preferential balloting procedures. The winner is the first bid to receive a majority of those ballots expressing a preference. Indicate your favorite selection with a “1,” your next favorite with a “2,” and so on. If you mark an “X” with no other marks, that will count as a “1” for that bid and no other preferences. Please do not use any marks other than these.

Mailing Instructions:

1. Mark your vote and fill in the membership and payment details on the other side of this sheet.
2. Include your name and address on your ballot. You must sign your ballot. In addition to this information being used to validate the ballot, we will provide it to the winning bid so that they know who their members are. This information will be kept confidential.
3. After filling out both sections of the ballot, fold the ballot along the dashed lines, then tape the fold shut at the solid line in order to conceal your vote from casual viewing prior to the ballot count.
4. Ballots may be submitted by postal mail to the indicated Post Office Box in Pennsylvania or as a PDF document sent to ballot2017siteselection@sasquan.org. All PDFs must be signed and will be accepted only from those voters who pay the Advance Supporting Membership (Voting) fee online through the token system. Postal mail ballots should include any payment necessary. (Do not mail cash.) You may also authorize someone else to deliver your ballot to the convention for you.

The deadline for receipt of mail-in ballots, whether by postal mail or email, is 24:00 PDT on Monday, August 10, 2015. Voting at the convention will end at 6 p.m. PDT on Friday, August 21, 2015.

For the full details of the site selection rules, see Article 4 of the WSFS Constitution. If you have any questions regarding this ballot or the application of Article 4 to the selection of the 75th Worldcon, contact us at the address below or at info2017siteselection@sasquan.org.

Worldcon 2017 Site Selection
c/o Joni Brill Dashoff
PO Box 425
Huntington Valley, PA 19006-0425 U.S.A.

This section for official use only

Date Received: ________________
Date Processed: ________________
Date Forwarded: ________________

We encourage you to distribute copies of this ballot; however, you must reproduce it verbatim, including the voting instructions, with no additional material other than the name below of the person, organization, or publication responsible for the reproduction.
### 75th World Science Fiction Convention—2017 Site Selection Ballot

**Voter Identification (Please print or type clearly)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address (cont.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>State/Province/Prefecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>ZIP/Postal Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>Unsigned ballots will be considered “No Preference” if otherwise valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

All data collected herein is subject to the right of access, the right to rectify data, and the “right to be forgotten” as prescribed by the EU Data Protection Directive. All data is collected by Sasquan, the 73rd World Science Fiction Convention, and will be shared with the winning bid for the right to host the 75th World Science Fiction Convention for use in their membership database and related communications and activities.

**Advance Membership (Voting) fee (select only one)**

**Includes a Supporting membership in the 75th Worldcon**

- $27
- $54

I enclose a check, money order, or traveler’s check for $40 U.S. made out to “75th Worldcon”

I have paid my Worldcon 2017 voting fee on the Sasquan website; my voting token is _____________________________.

---

**Eligibility to Vote**

You must be a Full Attending, Military, Young Adult or Supporting Member of Sasquan to vote.

In addition to selecting at least one bid, please indicate your eligibility to vote by placing an “X” in the appropriate column below.

- [ ] I enclose money for 1 bid and have paid my Worldcon 2017 voting fee on the Sasquan website.
- [ ] I make no payment and will mail in my ballot via snail mail. (You will receive a paper ballot by mail.)
- [X] I make no payment and plan to vote online.

---

*We must receive mail-in and email ballots by 24:00 PDT on Monday, August 10, 2015.*

**At-con voting will close at 6 p.m. PDT on Friday, August 21, 2015.**

---

**Fold Bottom Section in Half, Then Tape Closed at Solid Line**

---

**Helsinki in 2017** (Helsinki, Finland)

**Facilities:** Messukeskus Helsinki, Exhibition and Conference Centre; Holiday Inn Helsinki Messukeskus; Holiday Inn Helsinki City Centre; Sokos Hotel Pasila; Sokos Hotel Vaakuna; and others

**Dates:** August 9, 2017 to August 13, 2017

Eemeli Aro (Bid Chair), Saija Aro, Adam Beaton, Carolina Gómez Lagerlöf, Hanna Hakkarainen, Jukka Halme, Crystal Huff, Sanna Kellokoski, P.R. Khangure, Charlotte Laihonen, Michael Lee, Kari Leikomaa, Marianna “Kisu” Leikomaa, Elise Matthesen, Cathy Mullican, Sini Neuvonen, Mihaela Marija Perković, Sari Polvinen, Kevin Roche, Vesa Sisättö, Jukka Särkijärvi, Pasi Vihinen, Dirk M. Weger, Elisa Wiik

---

**Montréal in 2017** (Montréal, Canada)

**Facilities:** Palais des congrès de Montréal; Le Westin Montréal; Intercontinental Montréal; Embassy Suites by Hilton Montréal; Hyatt Regency Montréal; Holiday Inn Select Montréal; and others

**Dates:** August 31, 2017 to September 4, 2017

Jannie Shea (Bid Chair), Robbie Bourget, Liz Cano, Rebecca Downey, Bruce Farr, Terry Fong, John Harold, Eugene Heller, Diane Lacey, Chuck Shimada, Kevin Standlee, Irwin Tan

---

**Nippon 2017** (Shizuoka, Japan)

**Facilities:** Shizuoka Convention & Arts Center “GRANSHIP”, Japan; Hotel Associa Shizuoka; Hotel Century Shizuoka; and others

**Dates:** August 24, 2017 to August 28, 2017

Hideaki Kawai (Bid Chair), Andrew A. Adams, Tomoko Adams, Shigenari Arii, Akemi Azumatei, Yuki Azumatei, Shigeru Hayashida, Takeshi Ikedo, Masaharu Imaoka, Mutsumi Imaoka, Trevor Knudson, Koji Kurakata, Takahisa Nakaya, Kyoko Ogushi, Noriko Omizo, Chie Oshio, Susumu Sakurai, Rie Sasaki, Yoshifumi Senuki, Saori Yamamoto

---

**Equivalent to an abstention or blank ballot, a vote for No Preference means that, when it becomes your highest remaining choice, you don’t care which bid wins. We will not count any of your choices numbered after this choice.**

---

**No Preference**

---

**Write-in:**

In order to win, a Write-in bid must file the required paperwork with Sasquan before the close of voting.

---

**None of the Above**

A vote for None of the Above indicates that you are opposed to all of the bids. If None of the Above wins, the WSFS Business Meeting at Sasquan will select the site.
About the Hugo Awards and Voting

The Hugo Award is the leading award for excellence in the field of science fiction and fantasy and are awarded each year by the World Science Fiction Society (WSFS) at the World Science Fiction Convention (Worldcon). The finalists for this year’s Hugo Awards and the John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer were announced on Saturday, April 4, 2015. We are delighted to report that participation in the nomination process reached a record high this year with 2,122 valid ballots being cast (2,119 electronic and 3 paper), compared to the previous record of 1,923 set by Loncon 3 in 2014.

The announcement of the finalists was made simultaneously at four conventions around the world. Our thanks go to Norwescon (Seattle, Washington, USA), Minicon (Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA), Dysprosium (London, England), and Reconnaissance (Rotorua, New Zealand).

The Hugo Awards will be presented at a formal ceremony on Saturday, August 22, 2015, at Sasquan, the 73rd World Science Fiction Convention, in Spokane, Washington. We currently plan to continue the recent tradition of streaming the ceremony live via the Internet, enabling fans around the world to experience the event.

The official website of the Hugo Awards is www.thehugoawards.org, where you can find the full history of the Hugo Awards as well as the names of past nominees and winners, information about the voting process, a gallery of past trophy designs, and more. The Sasquan website also contains more information about the Hugo Awards for members who may not be familiar with them.

Sasquan members will also be entitled to nominate for the 2016 Hugo Awards and John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer, which will be administered by MidAmeriCon II, the 2016 Worldcon. Nominations for the 2016 Awards will open in January 2016.

How to Vote

The Hugo Awards use an instant runoff ballot. To vote, mark your choices in each category in order of preference: “1” for first place, “2” for second place, and so on. You are not required to rank all the nominees in any category, and we recommend that you not vote in any category where you are not familiar with a majority of the nominees. If you decide not to vote in a given category, leave it blank. Note that “No Award” is not an abstention; it means that none of the nominees should be given the award in question.

When the ballots are counted, all the first place votes will be tabulated. If no nominee receives more than half the votes, the nominee with the fewest first-place votes is eliminated and its votes are transferred to the nominees marked “2” on those ballots. This process of elimination continues until one nominee receives more than half the votes, at which point it becomes the winner (unless the votes are outnumbered by “No Award” votes under specific conditions described in Section 3.11 of the WSFS Constitution).

Please note that second and further preferences play no part in the vote unless and until your first choice is eliminated. This is not a point system where the second choices of many voters can overwhelm the first choice of a few voters. We suggest that after marking your first choice, you proceed by imagining that it has disappeared from the ballot, and placing your “2” by the remaining nominee you most prefer, and so on. This mimics the way the ballots are actually counted. Thus, even if your heart is set on one nominee, don’t hesitate to give “2” (and other rankings) to other nominees you also consider worthy of the award.

Choose all your preferences carefully! If your top choices are eliminated early, your lower preferences could be the tiebreaker between the remaining nominees. No matter how much you dislike a nominee, if you rank it, the vote will be counted if all of your previous choices are eliminated.
Voting Ballot
2015 Hugo Award and
John W. Campbell Award
for Best New Writer

This ballot must be received by
Friday 31 July 2015, 11:59 PM PDT
(Saturday 1 August 2015, 2:59 AM
EDT; 7:59 AM BST; 4:59 PM AEST)

How to Submit Your Vote

Visit www.sasquan.org/hugo-awards/voting. In order to vote online, you will need your membership number and your personal identification number (PIN), which were emailed to you and printed on the mailing label of Sasquan publications. If you cannot find your information, email hugopin@sasquan.org to retrieve it. Ballots must be submitted before the deadline, and only the most recent submission is counted.

To vote by postal mail, fill in this form and mail it to Hugo Award Ballots, c/o John Lorentz and Ruth Sachtler, OSFCI, PO Box 5703, Portland, OR 97228-5703, USA. Please mail your ballot in a secure envelope and do not staple it. Ballots must be received before the deadline.

Eligibility to Vote

You may vote for the 2015 Hugo Awards and 2015 John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer if you are an Attending, Young Adult, Military, or Supporting member of Sasquan. Please complete the section below to confirm your eligibility, and do not forget to sign the ballot. If you are not already a member of Sasquan, please visit www.sasquan.swoc.us/sasquan/reg.php to purchase your membership.

Name ____________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

City __________________________ State/Province __________

ZIP Code/Post Code ______________ Country __________________________

Email __________________________

Telephone __________________________

I am a member of Sasquan, and I am eligible to vote. My membership number is ______________

Signature: _______________________________________

(Ballot is invalid without a signature and will not be counted)
Hugo Award Ballot 2015

2,122 valid nominating ballots received; 2,119 electronic and 3 paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best Novel (1827 ballots)</th>
<th>Best Related Work (1150 ballots)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ancillary Sword</strong> by Ann Leckie (Orbit US; Orbit UK)</td>
<td><strong>“The Hot Equations: Thermodynamics and Military SF”</strong> by Ken Burnside (Riding the Red Horse, Castalia House)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Dark Between the Stars</strong> by Kevin J. Anderson (Tor Books)</td>
<td><strong>Letters from Gardner</strong> by Lou Antonelli (The Merry Blacksmith Press)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Goblin Emperor</strong> by Katherine Addison (Sarah Monette) (Tor Books)</td>
<td><strong>Transhuman and Subhuman: Essays on Science Fiction and Awful Truth</strong> by John C. Wright (Castalia House)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Three-Body Problem</strong> by Cixin Liu, translated by Ken Liu (Tor)</td>
<td><strong>“Why Science is Never Settled”</strong> by Tedd Roberts (Baen.com)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skin Game</strong> by Jim Butcher (Roc Books)</td>
<td><strong>Wisdom from My Internet</strong> by Michael Z. Williamson (Patriarchy Press)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Award</strong></td>
<td><strong>No Award</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best Novella (1083 ballots)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Boys Don’t Cry</strong> by Tom Kratman (Castalia House)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flow</strong> by Arlan Andrews, Sr. (Analog, Nov 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One Bright Star to Guide Them</strong> by John C. Wright (Castalia House)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pale Realms of Shade</strong> by John C. Wright (The Book of Feasts &amp; Seasons, Castalia House)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Plural of Helen of Troy</strong> by John C. Wright (City Beyond Time: Tales of the Fall of Metachronopolis, Castalia House)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Award</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Both Big Boys Don’t Cry and One Bright Star to Guide Them were previously published in much shorter versions, and were significantly expanded to novella-length in their 2014 publication. Following previous precedents, for the purposes of the 2015 Hugo Awards, they are designated as new works.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best Novelette (1031 ballots)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ashes to Ashes, Dust to Dust, Earth to Alluvium</strong> by Gray Rinehart (Orson Scott Card’s InterGalactic Medicine Show, May 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Championship B’tok</strong> by Edward M. Lerner (Analog, Sept 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Day the World Turned Upside Down</strong> by Thomas Olde Heuvelt, Lia Belt translator (Lightspeed Magazine, April 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Journeymen: In the Stone House</strong> by Michael F. Flynn (Analog, June 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Triple Sun: A Golden Age Tale</strong> by Rajnar Vajra (Analog, Jul/Aug 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Award</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best Short Story (1174 ballots)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>On A Spiritual Plain</strong> by Lou Antonelli (Sci Phi Journal #2, Nov 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Parliament of Beasts and Birds</strong> by John C. Wright (The Book of Feasts &amp; Seasons, Castalia House)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Single Samurai</strong> by Steven Diamond (The Baen Big Book of Monsters, Baen)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totaled</strong> by Kary English (Galaxy’s Edge Magazine, July 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turncoat</strong> by Steve Rzas (Riding the Red Horse, Castalia House)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Award</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Best Dramatic Presentation – Long Form (1285 ballots)

| **Captain America: The Winter Soldier** screenplay by Christopher Markus & Stephen McFeely, concept and story by Ed Brubaker, directed by Anthony Russo and Joe Russo (Marvel Entertainment, Perception, Sony Pictures Imageworks) |  |
| **Edge of Tomorrow** screenplay by Christopher McQuarrie, Jez Butterworth, and John-Henry Butterworth, directed by Doug Liman (Village Roadshow Pictures, RatPac-Dune Entertainment, 3 Arts Entertainment; Viz Productions) |  |
| **Guardians of the Galaxy** written by James Gunn and Nicole Perlman, directed by James Gunn (Marvel Studios, Moving Picture Company) |  |
| **Interstellar** screenplay by Jonathan Nolan and Christopher Nolan, directed by Christopher Nolan (Paramount Pictures, Warner Bros. Pictures, Legendary Pictures, Lynda Obst Productions, Syncopy) |  |
| **The Lego Movie** written by Phil Lord & Christopher Miller, story by Dan Hageman, Kevin Hageman, Phil Lord & Christopher Miller, directed by Phil Lord & Christopher Miller (Warner Bros. Pictures, Village Roadshow Pictures, RatPac-Dune Entertainment, LEGO Systems A/S Vertigo Entertainment, Lin Pictures, Warner Bros. Animation (as Warner Animation Group)) |  |
| **No Award** |  |
Best Dramatic Presentation – Short Form (938 ballots)

- **Doctor Who: “Listen”** written by Steven Moffat, directed by Douglas Mackinnon (BBC Television)
- **The Flash: “Pilot”** teleplay by Andrew Kreisberg & Geoff Johns, story by Greg Berlanti, Andrew Kreisberg & Geoff Johns, directed by David Nutter (The CW, Berlanti Productions, DC Entertainment, Warner Bros. Television)
- **Game of Thrones: “The Mountain and the Viper”** written by David Benioff & D. B. Weiss, directed by Alex Graves (HBO Entertainment in association with Bighead, Littlehead; Television 360; Startling Television & Generator Productions)
- **Grimm: “Once We Were Gods”** written by Alan DiFiore, directed by Steven DePaul (NBC, GK Productions, Hazy Mills Productions, Universal TV)
- **Orphan Black: “By Means Which Have Never Yet Been Tried”** written by Graham Manson, directed by John Fawcett (Temple Street Productions, Space/BBC America)

No Award

Best Editor – Short Form (870 ballots)

- Jennifer Brozek
- Vox Day
- Mike Resnick
- Edmund R. Schubert
- Bryan Thomas Schmidt
- No Award

Best Editor – Long Form (712 ballots)

- Vox Day
- Sheila Gilbert
- Jim Minz
- Anne Sowards
- Toni Weisskopf
- No Award

Best Professional Artist (753 ballots)

- Julie Dillon
- Kirk DouPonce
- Nick Greenwood
- Alan Pollack
- Carter Reid
- No Award

Best Semiprozine (660 ballots)

- **Abyss & Apex** by Wendy Delmater, editor and publisher
- **Andromeda Spaceways In-Flight Magazine** Andromeda Spaceways Publishing Association Incorporated, 2014 editors David Kernot & Sue Bursztynska
- **Beneath Ceaseless Skies** edited by Scott H. Andrews
- **Strange Horizons** Niall Harrison (Editor-in-Chief), Brit Mandelo, An Owomoyela and Julia Rios (Fiction Editors), Sonya Taaffe (Senior Poetry Editor), Abigail Nussbaum (Senior Reviews Editor), Rebecca Cross (Columns Editor), Anaee Lay (Podcast Editor) and Tim Moore (Webmaster)
- No Award

Best Fanzine (576 ballots)

- **Black Gate** edited by John O’Neill
- **Elitist Book Reviews** edited by Steven Diamond
- **Journey Planet** edited by James Bacon, Chris Garcia, Alissa McKerse, Colin Harris and Helen Montgomery
- **The Revenge of Hump Day** edited by Tim Bolgeo
- **Tangent Online** edited by Dave Truesdale
- No Award

Best Fancast (668 ballots)

- **Adventures in SciFi Publishing** Brent Bowen (Executive Producer), Kristi Charish, Timothy C. Ward, Shaun Ferrell & Moses Siregar III (Co-Hosts, Interviewers and Producers)
- **Dungeon Crawlers Radio** Daniel Swenson (Producer/Host), Travis Alexander & Scott Tomlin (Hosts), Dale Newton (Host/Tech), Damien Swenson (Audio/Video Tech)
- **Galactic Suburbs Podcast** Alisa Krasnostein, Alexandra Pierce, Tansy Rayner Roberts (Presenters) and Andrew Finch (Producer)
- **The Sci Phi Show** Jason Rennie
- **Tea and Jeopardy** Emma Newman & Peter Newman
- No Award

Best Fan Writer (777 ballots)

- Dave Freer
- Amanda S. Green
- Jeffro Johnson
- Laura J. Mixon
- Cedar Sanderson
- No Award

Best Fan Artist (296 ballots)

- Ninni Aalto
- Brad W. Foster
- Elizabeth Leggett
- Spring Schoenhuth
- Steve Stiles
- No Award

John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer (851 ballots)

**Award for the best new professional science fiction or fantasy writer of 2013 or 2014, sponsored by Dell Magazines (not a Hugo Award)**

- Wesley Chu (second year of eligibility)
- Jason Cordova (first year of eligibility)
- Kary English (second year of eligibility)
- Rolf Nelson (first year of eligibility)
- Eric S. Raymond (first year of eligibility)
- No Award
Making the Rules:
The WSFS Business Meeting

Worldcon is the annual gathering of the World Science Fiction Society (WSFS). Your Worldcon membership makes you a member of WSFS. The rules of WSFS, including how the Hugo Awards work and how we select future Worldcon sites and committees, are in the WSFS Constitution included in Worldcon publications and on the WSFS web site (www.wsfs.org). WSFS does not have a Board of Directors or some mysterious “them” making its rules. Every Attending member of Sasquan (including Military and Young Adult, but not including Single-day memberships) may attend the WSFS Business Meeting, a kind of town meeting, where members propose, debate, and vote upon changes to the WSFS rules. Supporting members may submit proposals but cannot attend the meeting. Single-day and Child memberships do not include voting rights.

Any two or more voting members (including Supporting members) may submit proposals to the Meeting. The deadline for submitting proposals is August 6, 2015. The easiest way to submit proposals is to email them to the Business Meeting (address below). There are other methods outlined in the Standing Rules, which are included in Sasquan’s publications and available from the WSFS web site. Any change to the WSFS Constitution that passes for the first time this year in Spokane will be forwarded to next year’s Worldcon (MidAmeriCon II in Kansas City) for ratification; if ratified there, it will become part of the Constitution.

WSFS Meetings are scheduled for 10:00 AM on the second through fifth days of the convention. The meeting location will be in the program schedule and in the convention newsletter. There is no proxy voting or remote participation. You do not elect delegates. You represent yourself. Meetings are conducted under formal parliamentary procedure, the WSFS Standing Rules, and the WSFS Constitution. You do not need to be a rules wizard to participate. The Business Meeting team will help.

Look on the Sasquan web site under “Hugos & WSFS” for more information about the Business Meeting, including a longer “Guide to the Business Meeting” and the Agenda, which includes proposals passed on from last year, as well as new proposals submitted to this year’s meeting. We update the agenda as we receive new proposals.

The Business Meeting team is here to help you, the members of WSFS, craft proposals and guide you through the process of being part of the Society’s government. Contact us at wsfs-business@sasquan.org with any questions or to submit proposals.
Registration

Registration will be located on the 2nd floor of the Convention Center, Hall D, near the entrance to the Dealers Room and Art Show. Everyone must pick up their own badge! Please bring some sort of ID with you, such as a passport, driver’s license, or state ID card. Tentative hours for Registration are:

- Tuesday 8/18: 3:00 PM – 8:00 PM (pre-registration only)
- Wednesday 8/19: 9:00 AM – 7:00 PM
- Thursday 8/20: 9:00 AM – 7:00 PM
- Friday, 8/21: 9:00 AM – 7:00 PM
- Saturday, 8/22: 9:00 AM – 7:00 PM
- Sunday, 8/23: 9:00 AM – 1:00 PM

Pre-register online at [sasquan.swoc.us/sasquan/reg.php](http://sasquan.swoc.us/sasquan/reg.php) or fill out the form below and mail to:

Sasquan
PMB #208
15127 Main Street E Ste. 104
Sumner, WA 98390
USA

Street Address: ________________________________

City: __________________________ State/Province: _______ Country: _______________________

Postal Code: _______________ Phone Number: ____________________________

Receiving Publications (choose one):

- Paper publications
- Email publications
- One paper copy per household

First Name: __________________________ Last Name: __________________________

Badge Name: __________________________ Email Address: __________________________

Please mark one box only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Membership</th>
<th>Conversion from Supporting/Voting</th>
<th>Conversion for Voters who Supported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Attending $210</td>
<td>□ Attending $170</td>
<td>□ Attending $150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Young Adult*/Military $105</td>
<td>□ Young Adult*/Military $65</td>
<td>□ Young Adult*/Military $45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Child* $90</td>
<td>□ Child* $50</td>
<td>□ Child* $30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Supporting $40</td>
<td>□ Supporting (automatic)</td>
<td>□ Supporting (automatic)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- □ Please do not show my name in the membership list

*Child 6-16; YA/Child 17-21 on August 19, 2015

Page 30
New Members A-Bl

5566S Daniel Abbott
7116S Michael Abbott
7841S Mary Abbott
7117S Avery Abernethy
7912S Suzanne Abram
6977S Humberto Abreu
7118S Frances Acheson
5568A Gerard Ackerman
7119S Andrew Ackman
5570S Crista Acosta
5571A Hafidha Sofia Acuay
5572S Kurt Adam
5573S Brian Adamo
5126S Carol Adams
5249S Jim Adams
5574S John Adams
5575S Kevin Adams
8501A Tonya Adolfsen
5576S Britta Ager
5577A Jason Ahlquist
8413S John Aiello
7973S Emily Aiken
5578S Fadi Akasheh
7032S Gimmy Akin
5251A Eric Akins
5250YA Calum Akins
5579S Gloria Lucia Albasi
5252S Nicholas Alexander
5580S James Alexander
8344S Justin Alexander
8222S Chris Algo
7120S Nina Allan
5462A Garrett Allen
5481A Kelsey Allen
5253S Eden Allen
6984S Chris Allen
7121S Gregory Allen
7122S Jared Allen
7846S Timothy Allen
5581S Steve Alligood
6734A Todd Allis
5128S Peggy Allred
7123S Sandra Almazan
6735A Shayma Alshareef
6736A Scott Alter
5254A Cyvia Amendolara
5582S Chris Amies
8369S Matthew Amels
5051A Sara Amundson
5583S Robert Anderson
6966S Jackson Andersen
7124S Albert Andersen
5127A Jackie Anderson
6737A Kevin J. Anderson
8113A Justin Anderson
5584S Mark Anderson
5585S Michael Anderson
5586S Nicholas Anderson
7125S Christopher Anderson
7126S Olen Anderson
7998S Kate Anderson
8221S Alan Anderson
5587S Rebecca Andre
5588S Lise Andresen
5589S Peter Andrews
8226S Arlan Andrews
8248S Daniel Andriulli
5591S James Anjewiersen
5592S Michael Ankenbrandt
5593S Sande Ankenbrandt
7129S David Annandale
5594S Plymouth Ansberg
8191S Dawn Antolene-Wang
5102S Patricia Antonelli
5052S Christine Antoni
5596S Laure Anttila
6738A Steven Apterm
7132S Bradley Armstrong
6892S Anouk Arnal
5600S Eleanor Arnnson
7030S Memory Arnowd
5455S Elizabeth Arnonoff
5483S Matthew Arnooff
7821S William Arthur
7133S Catherine Asaro
8537S Amy Ash
5129S Ellen Asher
5605S Charlotte Ashley
5606S Christopher Ashley
8109A Carole Ashmore
8143A Stacy Ashton
6740A Cyd Athens
5734S Laura Atkins
7135S Steve Atkins
7946S Eliot Attridge
5484S Mark Atwood
7136S Matthew August
8071S Pat Augustine
5485S Richard Ault
5608S Jon Ault
7862S Matt Austern
5255D Aaron Autry
6926S Christopher Backus
5612S William Bacon
7137S Chaz Baden
8603S Alan Badger
5613S David Baer
6742A Dennis Bagley
6743A Pati Bagley
7138S Caitlin Bailey
5256A Charles Bair
5257A Morgan Bair
5258A Rhiannon Bair
5417A C. Fiona Bair
5615S Mishel Baker
8257S Kirstie Baker
8565S A. C. Baker
5616S Michael Bakula
8545S Bo Balder
7988S Jennifer Bales
7989S Chleo Bales-Heisterkamp
7990S Siobhan Bales-Heisterkamp
5053A Euel Ball
7969S Aaron Ball
5618S Bryan Bals
5619S Steve Bangay
7139S Nancy Barber
7140S Steven Barber
7994S Jennifer Barber
7141S Flavia L. Barbieri
7878S Andrei Barbu
6746A Stephen Bard
7142S Oliver Barker
5623S Nick Barnes
7143S Nathan Barnes
5624S Tim Barnett
7144S Jay Barnson
5627S David Barr
7880S James Barratt
5628S Kristopher Barrett
6883S David Barron
5130A Jolene Bartelt
5629S Sandy Bartheolot
8197S Emma Bartholomew
5631S Timothy Bartik
8391S Mark Bartlett
5633S Renee Bastien
8324S Siddhartha Sarathi Basu
6953S Nick Bate
8374S Jessica Bathurst
5634S Alan Battie
7145S Lymne Battik
7731A Jadranko Baturic
6747A William Bauers
7066S Bruce Baugh
8343S Patrick Baugh
7147S Toni Bauman
7148S Ann Baun
5635S Andrew Bax
5636S Benjamin Baxter
5637S Peter Beadle
5638S James Beal
5639S Brian Beasley
5640S Michael Beason
7150S Allan Beatty
5131A Susan Beaty
7151S Bradley Beauiel
5642S Travis Beck
7059S Stefan Beck
7152S Brian Beck
6748A Holly Becker
7732A Lillian Becker
7050S Stacey Becker
6897S Ren Bedell
6749M Patrick Beden-Hill
5643S Jacey Bedford
8417S Susan Bedry
8562S Matthew Behrens
7153S Christopher Beilby
7154S Nathan Bettenmiller
5450S Diane Bekel
8205S Matt Beland
8056S Gustavo Belchior
5645S Scott Bellisle
7155S James Bell
7156S Jim Bell
7157S Robert Bell
7895S Susan Bell
5646S Jim Bellmore
8015S Julie Beman
8467S Martin Bennedik
5648S Elizabeth Bennefeld
5650S Karen Bennett
8403S Meredith Bentley
5651S Michael Berch
8095A Lou Berger
7159S Kristen Bergh
8372S Skye Berghel
5652S Chris Bergin
8057S Elisa Bergslien
5132S Dirk Bergstrom
7799S Ruth Berman
5653S Adam Bernard
8494A Marty Berngard
6989S Frederick Best
5654S David Betz
7160S A Kirsten Beyer
5133S Vimal Bhalodia
5655S Steph P Bianchini
5656S Ian Bibby
5657S Hildo Biersma
5658S Robert Bigelow
5659S Brian Bilbrey
8356S Al Billings
7162S Matt Bin
6750A David Birch
5660S William Birchencough
5661S Holly Bird
5662S Sofie Bird
5663S Carly Backenrahe
5664S Greg Birkenstock
5665S William Bishop
5259S Keith Bisset
5666S Faris Bissex
5667S Simon Bisson
5669S Caz Black
5670S Russell Blackford
6751A Rachel Blackman
7784A Angela Blackwell
7785A Gerald Blackwell
8102A Eliza Blair
5671S Chris Blair
5260A Kendare Blake
6909S Stephanie Blakeway
5672S Linda Blanchard
7163S Roxanne Bland
6876S Elaine Blank
7073S Hannah Bledstein
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7948S Dan Bloch
5675S Arwen Bloomsburg
7011S Bob Blough
5261A Stephen Blount
7113A James Brault
7164S Maia Bobrowicz
5054S Albert Bodenhamer
8316S Robert Bodenheimer
8563S Clare Bohn
8314S Allum Bokhari
8409S Unclebobby Bolgeo
5677S Calton Bolick
5262S Marco Bollettino
5263D Raymond Bolton
5678S Anthony Bolton
5679S Ben Bolton
7165S Andrew Bome
6752A Sandra Bond
5134A Kammy Bonias
7166S Cynda Bonorris
5680S Lisa Boone
7167S Zachary Booth
5681S David Borcherding
7733A Terry Boren
5055S Johannes Borgstrom
5488A Jonathan Boring
5489A Wendy Boring
7169S Kevin Bosley
6997S Gregory Bossert
7170S Alex Boster
7171S Eleanor Boster
5684S Kirk Boston
5685S Evan Boucher
8215S Mike Bouffier
6753A Christina Bougas
6791S Tim Bowers-Irons
8595S David Bowne
8094A Jacob Boyd
5686S Chris Boyd
5687S Jerry Boyd
5688S Kent Boyd
5689S Melanie Boyd
5690S Robert Boyer
5264S Cory Boyles
5691S Raymond Bozarth
5692S Randel Bradfield
5693S James Bradfield
5694S K. Tempest Bradford
6754A Ken Brady
5135M Alan Braley
7173S Scott Bragg
7966S Jim Braiden
5695S Michael Braly
7174S Charles Bramlett
8359S Duane Brankley
6755A George Brant
7175S Chris Brant
7176S David Bratman
5696S Anja Braun
6904S Nan Braun
5697S Anthony Breaux
8195S Cynthia Breen
7177S Fritz Breitfelder
7734A Chaz Brenchley
5699S Ciaran Brennan
5700S Marie Brennan
8304S Gene Breshears
5701S Alex Brett
5702S Kent Brewster
8554S Simone Brick
8555S Stephen Brick
5703S Jess Bridges
7178S Chris Bridges
8258S William Brimley
8134A Thomas Brinefield
5705S Nathan Brindle
5706S Ron Brinkmann
5708S David Broussard
8129A Prairie Brown
8151A Diane Brown
5710S Daniel Brown
5711S Mark Brown
5712S Richard Brown
8330S Nelson Brown
8408S Malinda Brown
8625S Timothy Brown
7097A Catherine Browning
5713S Eric Brule
5467A Gretchen Brummer
7786A Terena Bruno
5060C Angelo Brunson
8177A Sarah Bryant
7181S Forrest Bryant
7182S Nathan Bryant
5136A Elizabeth Buchan-Kimmerly
5714S Huw Buchtman
5716S Ron Buckmire
7183S Brad Buff
7922S Cora Buhlert
5433A Brad Bulger
5717S Kendall Bulleen
7899S James Burbidge
5491S Laura Burchard
8199S David Burke
6758A Courtin Burleson
5720S Merrie Burnett
7184S Martha Burns
5721S Ken Burnside
6759A Jessie Burnside
5724S William Buthod
5725S Travis Butler
7188S Kelli Butler
7992S Robin Butts
5265A Travis Byrnes
5726S Stuart Caban-Siegel
7198S CJ Cabbage
7190S Nelav Kevin Cacho
8395S Philip Cadarette
5728S Byron Cain
6859A Bilgem Cakir
6916S Cate Caldwell
5729S Jon Callas
8114A Dana Cameron
5730S Chris Camfield
5731S Daniel Campbell
5732S Jared Campbell
5733S Mary Campbell
7192S John Cancillow
5734S Tamzen Canney
8321S David Cantrell
5735S Joseph Capdepon II
7061S Elisabeth Carey
7193S Shawn Carey
8420S Richard Carlisle
7735A Christopher Carlson
7877S Stig Carlsson
5266A Chris Carlton
6944S Michael Carmody
7196S Jane Carnall
8236S Matthew Caron
5736S Simone Caroti
5137A Nanaruth Carpenter
5138A Scot Carpenter
5139A Steven Carpenter
7736A Valerie Carpenter
7968S Jay Carper
5737S Grace Carpenter
5738S Gary Carr
7197S Steve Carr
8347S Dana Carson
5348S Melinda Carson
7737A Debby Carter
7738A Ed Carter
7777C Angel Carter
5740S Dave Carver
5741S Sean Case
5267S Brian Casey
7198S Amanda Cass
5742S Eric Cassidy
7199S Johannes
8619S Cassebaum
7200S Camilla Castro
8099A Frank Catalano
8100A Dee Dee Catalano
7829S Derick Catman
5744S Matthew Cavanagh
8091A Alicia Cay
7064S Michael Cernovich
5746S Joe Ceterski
7202S Christopher Cha
7203S Scott Chadaba
6929S Keith Chaffee
6936S Gary Chambers
5747S Suzette Chan
5436A Caeden Chapman
5493A Sarah Chapman
5269A Kristi Charish
5748A Peter Charron
5749S Amyse Chase
8254S Jenny Chase
7896S Vasiliki Chatzi
7009S Darrah Chevey
8433S Nina Chen
8073S Arthur Chenin
8419S Nathan Cherolis
7087S Patrick Chester
5751S M. Melanie Chevalier
5752S Montr Chew
5753S Maya Chhabra
7205S Ted Chiang
5754S Ernest Childers
6767A Jerry Chilson
5755S Paulina Chin
8581S James Chinery
5143A Kathleen Delve Chip
8509A Linda Chotobuck
5061A Kevin Chollman
7012S Marina Chong
5757S Erik Christensen
5758S Roger Christie
7207S Greig Christie
8101A Arthur Chu
7208S Arthur Chu
5759S Mark Chu- Carroll
5760S Julie Chyna
7261S Julie Cidell
7209S Gia Clairvay
5762S Steve Clamons
8455S Timothy Clapin
5062A Barbara Clapp
5063A Richard Clapp
6768A Brian Clark
8096A Kelly Clark
5763S Byron Clark
5765S Israel Clark
7800S Conrad Clark
7210S Laura Clarke
8296S Donald Clarke
5140A Whitney Clavin
7212S Sarah-Elizabeth Clemens
8592S Sarah Clemens
5766S Kevin Clemens
5141S Andrew Clough
5767S Andrew Clough
7479S John Clute
5768S Paul Coad
8390S Lena Coakley
5769S Josh Cochran
7213S Connor Cochran
5270S Jeff Cody
6769M Sarah Cohen
5771S El Cohen
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5772S Samantha Cohen
7214S Sahrye Cohen
8524S Joshua Cohen
5773S Ann Cohrs
8115A David Colburn
5774S David Cole
8396S Mason Cole
5775S Jason Coleman
5495A Renee Collins
8498A Ryan Collins
782OS Tom Collins
5446D Darlene P. Coltraine
5271S Steve Coltrin
7936S William Colwell
8295S Bob Compono
8150A Shanna Compton
7104YA Elijah Compton
7215S Tim Condon
7039S Thomas Cone
5778S Nick Connolly
7218S Eric Conrad
6919S John Constable
5142S John Conway
5779S Kenneth Conway
5496A Suzie Cook
5780S Jonathan Cook
5064A Erica Cookman
5497A Russel Coons
7219S Steven Cooper
8227S Liz Copeland
8116A Selena Coppa
5782S Fred Coppersmith
5783S Tony Coppola
8298S Patrick Corbeil
7072S Sharon Cortob
8421S Daniel Corcoran
5970A Bruce Cornell
5273S Russell Cordell
5784S Ian Cordingley
7220S Paul Cornell
5785S Ron Corral
7221S John Corrigan
8179A Lisa Costello
5968A Torah Cottrill
8533S Lori Coulson
5786S Fredrik Coulter
5787S Caroline Cox
5788S Elizabeth Cox
5789S Michele Cox
5790S William Cox
7222S John Cox
5791S Jason Craft
5794S Mark Creagh
8303S Anna Creech
5795S Edith Creegan
5796S Matthew Creelman
5798S Kent Crispin
8471S Andrew Critchley
7938S David Crockett
8414S Michael Croft
7098A Linda Cronquist
7915S Steve Cross
7781M Aaron Crossett
7977S Stephane Crouzly
7921S Shawn Crowley
5800S Peter Crozier
7908S Jim Crumley
5813A Lilian Csernica
5498S Lilian Csernica
7223S Tony Cullen
5274D Michelle Cullison
5144A Monica Culver
7224A Michael Cummings
7083S Barbara Cummings
5801S Nicholas Cunningham
7931S Jeanne Cupertino
5275C Brigid Cupolo-Shorter
7225S Seamus Curran
8608S Ryan Curry
5803S Mark Curtin
5804S Mary Ellen Curtin
5065S James Curtis
5276A Charles Curtis-Stanley
5277A River Curtis-Stanley
5145A Nil Curto Vilalta
7226S David Cutler
5805S Dumidna Cutter
5806S Tony Cvetko
8489A Carol Elaine Cyr
7227S Katya Czaja
7228S Adrian Czajkowski
5499A Wendy Czarnecki
7229S Peter da Silva
8400S Chris Dagdian
6757A Tessa Dagger
5066A Tammie Dahl
7230S Christopher Daley
8284S Niels Dalgaard
7231S John Dallman
8200S Dante D’Andrea
8229S Liz Danforth
6217A Tony Daniel
6957S Walter Daniels
7232S Scott D. Danielson
7233S Amy Darke
8601S Brian Darr
7234S Geoff Dash
5810S DJ Dates
8181S Daniel Dauenhauer
5811S Aaron Davidson
7801S David Davies
8291S Penn Davies
5279S David Davis
5280S Joel Davis
5281S Leah Davis
5430S Ben Davis
5812S Abigail Davis
5814S Corey Davis
5815S James Davis
5816S Nathan Davis
7235S Aguido Davis
7826S Robin Davis
7832S Robert Davis
7924S Karen Davis
8389S Crystal Davis
8497A Zach Day
5817S Julie Day
7853S Jose De Andres
7739A Allette de Bodard
7236S Giulia de Cesare
5283A Gabrielle de Cuin
5818S Sondra de Jong
8264S Volkert de Villeneuve
5819S Jay Dean
5820S Patricia Dean
5821S Robert Dean
5822S Robert Dean
5823S Matthew DeBlock
7004S Chris DeBee
5146A Anna Decker
5824S Joe Decker
7027S Marion Deeds
8410S Dianna Deelely
7239S Robert Del Favero
7240S Jana DeLeon
7241S Mary Dell
5510S James DeLong
8266S Dorothy Demarest
5159A Patricia Demetri
5827S Catherine Dempsey
7967S Ned Denby
7242S Daria Denisova
5828S Ingeborg Denner
7971S Jason Denzel
8525S Raj Desai
5431S Bob Devney
7873S Jeanne Devoto
6885S Neil Dewhurst
7945S Vincent Diakou
5991A Vincent Dicerto
5834S Thomas Dickinson
5835S Paul Dietz
6980S Reindeir Diikhus
7047S Zeynep Dilli
5836S David Dillow
5837S Steven Dionisi
7054S Chris Dircks
7244S Meredith Dixon
5839S Sean Dobbins
8481S Roland Dobbins
5147A Matthew Dockrey
7740A Michelle Dockrey
8157A Patrick Dockrey
6889S Elizabeth Doherty
5841S Rene-Marc Dolhen
5068A Michael Donahue
5842S John Donigan
5843S Julie Doornbos
7245S Juergen Doppler
6972S Rudi Dornemann
5844S Christine Dorsett
5845S Joseph Dorsett
7246S Scott Dorsey
7802S Brenda Doss
5846S Glenn Doten
5847S Scot Douglas
7247S Frieda Douglas
7248S Kirk DouPonce
7827S Matthew Downer
5848S Steve Downey
5849S Kevin Downing
7249S Christine Doyle
8328S Mark Drake
8153A Mildred Drapou
8154A William Drapou
7251S Tamlyn Dreaver
5850S Karel Driesen
5851S Filip Drnovsek Zorko
5852S Michael Drout
5853S David DuBoise
7048S Jon Duckworth
8425S Amelia Dudley
5284S Alfredo Duenas
7252S Dan Duff
5285S Shaun Duke
5069A Vic Dumatol
5854S Kurt Dunan
8355S Dan Dunlap
5958A Charon Dunn
5855S Johnny Dunn
5286A Rachel Dunne
5856S Dave DuPlantis
7254S Doranna Durgin
6568A Bruce E Durocher II
5287D Mark Durr
5449A David Dye
7257S Phil Dyson
7258S Ellen Eades
6956S Suzanne Earley
7259S Derry Earnshaw
8446S Nadine Earnshaw
5857S William Easterling
7005S Kendall Eaton
5595A Fen Eatough
6564A Mitch Eatough
5858S William Ebert
5859S Hampus Eckerman
7261S Corrin Eckert-Chu
5070S Shane Ede
7262S Jonathan Edelstein
7828S Rosemary Edghill
6974S Stig Edvartsen
5071S Jeff Edwards
7263S Constance Edwards
8209S Scott Edwards
8426S Lauren Edwards
7265S Robbie Eginton
7085S Steven Ehrbar
5072S Stephen Eickhoff
5471D James Eickholt
5861S Frank Egler
5862S Laura Eilers
8092A Janice Eisen
5863S Janice Eisen
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8028S Alan Eisinger 7849S Michael Feinberg 6763A Bradley Fox 7298S Fuzzy Gerdes
5288A Tommas Eislser 7949S Lisa Feld 6764A Adrienne Fox 5152S Jo Gerrard
7883S Alisa Ek 5881S Rachel Fellman 6857A Tammy Fox 5930S Sarah Gesell
6597A Eva Elasique 8630A Eric Fellows 7976S Pedro Fragoso 5931S Ben Gibson, Jr.
5242A Dean Ellerbusch 5882S Joshua Ferguson 5910S Christopher Frank 5932S Patricia Gifford
5674A Michele Ellington 5883S Filipe Fernandes 5911S Michael Frank 7299S Lance Gifford
5073A L.T. Elliot 8350S Robert Fernandez 8610D. Franklin 7300S William Giffrow
5501A Jennifer Ellis 7276S Anna Fergulio Dal Dan 7301S Asbury Gilbert
5865S James Ellis 5588S Michael Fessler 5078A Alan Freckleton 7302S Cheryl Gilbert
5502A Spencer Ellsworth 6457A Steven Fetheroff 5079A Vilki-Michele Freckleton
5866S Hannah Emery 7888S David Feuer 5826A Melody Frederic
7266S Ruthanna Emrys 8246S John Fiala 6995S SusanAnn Freeh
7267S Sarah Emrys 8584S David Fander 5912S Jason Freeland
8443S Paul Endres 7933S Kenneth Fields 5081S Donald Freeman
8076D Cecilia A. Eng 5503S Padro Figueruelo 5913S Jubal Freeman
5289S James Enge 8484S Adrienne Fugis 7285S Joy Freeman
5867S Liz England 7811S Joao A. V. Filho 5941S John Freeouf
7091S Terry England 7095A George Filipovic 5082A Emily French
8263S Mark England 5886S John Finch 5915S David Freuden
7268S David Engle 5077A Carl Find 8279S John Fritz
7102A Craig Engler 5888S Claire Finlay 5916S Michael Froomkin
5868S Joe English 7277S Charles Coleman Finlay
5869S Christopher Enoch 5917S Julie Frost 7303S Jonathan Glenn
7269S Peter Enyeart 5918S Terry Frost 7303S Robin Glenn
5290A Brian Erbe 8186S Mark Finlayson 8504S Shoshana Glick
7840S Marc Fabian Erdl 8362S Ken Finlayson 6993S Mark Godin
5291A Robert Erickson 6990S Margaret Finn 7672A Michael Godwin
7270S Shaun Erickson 8527S Jerry Finn 7775C Patricia Goldberg
5871S Anthony Eros 7940S Jason Finney 8333S Erin Golden
5074A Bonnie Erwin 5890S Catherine Fiorello 6954S Kathleen Goldfein
5873S Jeff Eshom 7278S Deborah Fitchett 5938S Ari Goldstein
8582S Matthew Estell 7279S Mark Fitchett 5939S Lisa Goldstein
5148C Clare Estrada 5891S Patrice Fitzgerald 5927S Jennifer Golboy
5457A Eric Etheridge 8336S John Fitzgerald 5500D Thomas Gondolfi
5874S Susannah Etzkorn-Bell 5050A Kelly Fitzpatrick 5940S Linda Good
5923S Steven Ganske 5950A Shannon Fitzpatrick 8210S Christopher Goodman
5924S Daniel Garber 7280S Gregory Flanders 5941S Louis Gordon
5925S Christopher Garcia 5892S Joleen Flasher 5942S Seth Gordon
5926S Steve Garcia 5894S Eric Fleming 7306S Niall Gordon
5927S Jason Gardiner 8212S Alan Fleming 5943S Sara Gore
5297S Jaimee Gardner 5895S Keith Fletcher 6901S Brenda Gornick
8251S Stephen Garinger 5896S Sarah Fletcher 5944S Roelof Goudriaan
6495S Tony Garook-Jones 7281S Denver Fletcher 8514A Steven Gould
7782M Derrick Garvin 8269S Chris Flipse 5946S Roger Goun
7291S Rob Gates 7292S Lewis Gafford 7307S Thomas Grant
7293S Charles Gatlin 8581S David Florida 7308S Sue Grau
8088A Lisa Gaunt 5981A Dale Floer 5086A Michele Graves
7932S Leslie Gawn 7282S David Florida 5087A Sam Graves
8346S Hank Gay 5294A David Florin 6947S Jessica Gravitt
8255S Lynn Gazis 5435S Brianna Flynn 6400A Clarence Gray
7294S Gianalberto Gazzotti 5901S Marina Fontaine 7029S Russell Gray
7295S Jacob Geers 7741A Learned Foote 7309S KL Gray
969S Shay Geffen 5149S Danielle Fo’ 8005S Scott Gray
5928S Andre Geleyne 7283S Leo Foley 5154A Pat Green
5298S Ginny Geims 5902S Jamie Ford 5156A Sean Green
5083S Kendall Gelin 7284S John Ford 5155S Reiko Green
5084A Eric Gentry 5150A Amanda Forrest 5948S Llewellyn Green
5085A Linnea Gentry 8188S Maurice Forrester 7310S James M. Green
7297S Moira Gentry 5905S Ellen Forsyth 7297S Maia Gentry
5907S Decklin Foster 5907S Richard Gentry 7311S Kenneth Green
5908S Sharon Foster 8399S Alain Fournier 8339S Leo Green
5909S Kevin Fotovich 8312S Andrew Georgiadis 7074S Richard Greenacre
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5506A Lee Greenburg
5949S Elizabeth Greene
5950S Peter Gregg
5477A Daryl Gregory
5088S Jan Greig
5475S Ian Greig
5951S Liz Gresham
7105YA Rachel Gress
5952S Michael Grice
7745A Aaron Grier
7779A Desmond Grier
7780A Genevieve Grier
5704A Terri Griffin
6225A Jeff Griffin
6543A Anna Griffin
5953S Benjamin Griffin
7911S Stewart Griffin
8445S James Griffin
5956S Barry Griffiths
6967S David Grigg
8622S Stephen Grigson
5301S Ana Grilo
5957S Andrew Grimes
5507S Jess Groenenbech
7313S Karl Gross
5959S James Gruetzner
7935S Alejandro Guerrero
7314S Anne Gulig
5960S Nathaniel Gulick
5508M Shawn Gunderson
7315S Sigridur Gunnarsdottir
7016S Dexter Guptill
5157A Jason Gunley
7316S David Gustafson
5961S Rebecca Guthrie
5962S Anne Gwin
7318S Anthony Ha
7319S Jeffrey Haas
7864S Miki Habryn
5963S John Hacha
5964S Guerri Haché
8137A Sam Hackney
5302D Brian Hades
5965S Melissa Haferkamp
5966S Craig Hagan
6898S Diane Hagen
5304S Cathrin Hagey
5967S Susan Haggard
8206S Elaine Haggett
5448S David Hall
5509S John Hall
7002S Jillian Hall
7320S Ben Halliburton
7321S Justin Hallmark
7322S Sean Halsey
6113A Rick Halverson
6158A Molly Halverson
5971S Juan Hamers
5305A Scott Hamilton
5972S Alan Hamilton
5973S Dean Hamilton
5974S Jack Hamilton
8142A Francis Hamit
8567S Dan Hamlin
7001S Rick Hammonds
5500S Robert Hampsom
5977S Nathan Hand
7355S Elizabeth Hand
5089S Jeanne Hand-Boniakowski
5158A Stacie Hans
7325S Jordan Hanie
8297S Elliot Hanowski
5978S Jamie Hanrahann
5979S Jonathan Hansen
6114A Marit Hanson
7327S Eric Hanson
7950S Kimberly Hanson
5980S Afton Hardin
5511S Nicholas Hardy
8018S Sharla Hardy
8553S Dave Hardy
5090S Melissa Harkness
8287S Jani Harkonen
5982S Auros Harmen
7328S David Harmen
6907S George Harnish
6999S Mel Harper
6960S Rory Harper
5512A Joe Harris
5514A Judy Harris
6112A Sonja Harris
5983S Brandon Harris
5984S Charles Harris
5985S L. Harris
5986S Timothy Harris
5513Y Joseph Harris
5306S Jim Harrison
5987S Mark Harrison
5988S Owen Harrison
5989S Scott Harrison
5515S Stephen Hart
5990S Eric Hart
6959S Seth Hartley
5308S Erin M. Hartshorn
5309S Volkert Hartung
7329S Denise Harwood
5993S Najmul Hasan
7330S Susan Hasseltine
5994S Jason Haslam
5995S Matthew Hatcher
7035S Attila Hatvagner
5418A Mykl Hauver
8569S Anna Haugen
5968S Lindsay Haught
8361S Maddi Hausmann
5998S Paul Havlak
7332S Gavin Hawk
7333S John Hawkes-Reed
8039S Jennifer Hawthorne
7914S Laura M. Hayden
5310A Rose Hayes
6000S allen hayes
7335S Frederic Hayoz
5311A Nare Hayrapetyan
7041S Kellie Hazell
5312S Chris Headlee
5313S Kim Headlee
5160A Ann O. Heberlein
8460S Matthew Hebert
5516S Niall Hedderly
8110A Mette Hedin
6001S Anna Hedlund
6002S Travis Heermann
6003S Liesz Heeter
8551S Ray Heinonen
8268S Normandy Helmer
7336S James Helminski
5314A Amanda Helms
6918S Kevin Henderson
6004S Anders Hendrickson
6917S Deborah Hendrickson
7746A Theodore Henklen
6928S Allison Henle
6005S Kelly Henley
7993S Kai Henningsen
6006S James Henry
7337S Mark Hepworth
6008S Michelle Herder
5316A Felicia Herman
6009S Jeffery Herman
6010S Stephanie Herman
7338S David Herman
6011S Arthur Hermann
7747A Elizabeth Hernandez-Goldbach
7022S Andrew Heston
7339S Michael Heumann
6012S Andrew Hickey
8052S Andrew Hickmott
8334S Richard Hicks
8122A Bill Higgins
8123A Kelley Higgins
6013S John Hilborn
5316S Elizabeth Hilgenberg
5429A Barbara Hill
8172D Ian W. Hill
5161S Linda Hill
8041S Matt Hill
8182S Robert Hilliard
6016S Matt Hillmer
5162A Timothy Hilt
7340S Jessica Hilt
6017S Gustov Hinrich
6927S Michael Hipp
7076S Cate Hirschbiel
7342S Andrew Hoddinott
5317A Jennifer Hodgdon
6018S Nate Hoffelder
6019S Constanze Hofmann
6020S Patrick Hoghan
7343S Grant Hogarth
6021S David Hogg
5885A Steven Holland
5318S Robert Holland
6022S Leonard Hollar
6023S Peter Hollo
6024S Andy Holloway
7728A Deana Holmes
6026S Mairin Holmes
6027S Russell Holmes
7345S Deana Holmes
5163A Joel Holt
5319A Nathan Holt
7748A Erika Holt
8628S Aaron Homer
6028S Carl Hommel
5164A Jeremy Hone
5517S Laura Honeycutt
6870S Martha Hood
7008S Kat Hooper
7346S Joseph Hoopman
5320A Craig Hooks
5321D Dani Hoots
6030S Stephen Hope
6031S Marcus Hopfinger
8252S Lara Hopkins
7347S Brad Horner
6032S Richard Horsman
6952S Terrina Horton
8120A Nina Horvath
8106A Ron Hosler
8387S Margot Houston
6033S Dennis Howard
6906S Adrian Howard
8201S Grant Howard
6035S Edwin Howe
6036S Jeffrey Howe
8117A Dave Howell
6037S Victoria Howerton
7350S Martha Hubbard
7844S Nick Hubble
6039S Logan Hudson
6040S Anne Hueser
6041S James Huffman
6042S Skip Huffman
5897A Keith Huddon
6631A Julie Hughes
6741A Jim Hughes
6043S Linda Hughes
8231S Tracy Hughes
6756YA Erin Hughes
6939S Matthew Hui
5322A Bobbie Hui
5456A Elizabeth Ann Hu
8496A Klint Hull
6044S James Hulsey
6745A Jeffrey Hulten
6771A David Hume
6772A Molly Hunt
7111A Rachel Hunt
7351S Kathleen Hunt
8030S Matthew Hunt
8483S Mairi Hunter
8500A Patrick Hurley
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7835S Bill Hussar
6046S Justin Husted
7352S Ralph Hyatt
5518A Kate Hyde
5519A Sara Hyde
5520A Stan Hyde
6047S Nick Hyle
7353S Janis Ian
6049S Alicia Ibarreta
5165S Michael Ikeda
6050S Ofer Inbar
6051S Hiroaki Inoue
6053S Gus Ireland
6872S Adam Israel
6054S Ahmed J.
6055S John Jack
5091A Craig Jackson
8136A Mike Jackson
5323S Kelvin Jackson
6056S Judith Jackson
7010S Laurie Jacobs
5324A John Jacobson
8118A Kerry Jacobson
8388S Kristin Jacobson
7354S Vel Jaeger
5248S tua Jalkanen
5325S Thea James
6877S Jeff James
7356S Peter James
7814S David James
8532S Mark James
7063S Kenneth Jamieson
6058S Tyler Jansen
7357S Adam Janson
7358S Kristin Janz
5326S Matt Jarchow
5419A Alain Jardy
6059S Curtis Jefferson
6060S Tyler Jenks
8377S Tara Jennings
8159A Gwendolyn Jensen-Woodard
7749A Robert Jenson
8282S David Jessup
6062S Jeff Jewell
7750A Emily Jiang
8256S Rohit Jnagal
7359S Tim Johns
5166A Lindsey Johnson
6064S Sheridan Johnson
6065S Holly Johnson
6066S Larry Johnson
6067S Michael Johnson
6068S Steven Johnson
6069S Sue Johnson
6070S Virginia Johnson
7043S Shawn Johnson
7044S Peter Johnson
7089S Steve Johnson
7361S Rob Johnson
7825S Lisa Johnson
7997S Jen Johnson
8454S Eric Johnson
8479S Susan Johnson
5327A Leslie Johnston
5432A Bonnie Johnston
5328S Margaret Johnston
6071S Kate Johnston
6072S Michael Johnston
6958S Susan Johnston
8238S Susan Johnston
6073S Micheal Johnzon
7362S George Joiner
6773A Albert Jones
8505A Gareth Jones
7776C Hallie Jones
6075S Jo Jones
6076S Jonathan Jones
6934S Patrick Jones
7363S Adrian Jones
7364S Christopher Jones
7365S Julia Jones
7366S Royden Jones
8207S Jennifer Jones
6077S Lana Jordan
6078S Greg Jorgensen
6079S Paul Joslin
7055S Caroline Julian
8063S Amy Junge
8301S Martine Juron
6080S James Justice
6081S Max Kaehn
7972S Joseph Kachkinesis
8131A Laura Kahan
8132A Ari Kahan
8488YA Alison Kahan
7368S Marielle Kaifer
6082S Christopher Kallini
8001S Jonathan Kamens
8223S Chris Kammerud
7369S Rahul Kanakia
5329A Alex Kane
7957S Meagan Kane
6774A Bob Kanefsky
8294S Laquetta Karch
7370S Natalie Kardos
7371S Eric Karpierz
7372S Gwen Karpierz
7373S Joshua Kast
8543S Rick Katze
8325S Dan Kauffman
6084S Joe Kavanagh
7374S Roz Kaveney
7375S Alexander Keane
8402S Jim Kearney
6085S Rick Keeling
6086S Jennifer Keith
5469D Madison Keller
6087S Jim Keller
5330D Dave Kellett
7804S Alessandra Kelley
6775A James J. Kelly
6088S Damon Kelly
6089S Donna Kelly
6090S Emma Kelly
6091S John Kelly
6092S Lorelei Kelly
6093S Saoirse Kelly
6994S Elizabeth Kelly
8536S Mark Kelly
7377S Stephen Kelner
7378S Toni Kelner
6094S Chris Kelsey
6095S Johnnie Kelso
8546S Lucy Kemnitzer
5332A Joel Kempff
5333A Timothy Kempff
8270S Paul Kendal
6097S Stephen Kendall
7379S Frank Kendrick
5092S Lynda Kennard
8473S Elizabeth Kennard
5334D Mark Kennedy
5093S Melita Kennedy
5167S Ted Kenny
6098S Daniel Kent
6099S TK Kenyon
7381S Alyda Kerkhof
6100S Mark Kern
6101S Robert Kern
6969S David Kerner
6102S Richard Kettlewell
5171A Sana Khan
8568S Joshua Kidd
7382S Jake Kiefer
5461S Fred Kiesche
7383S Geoffrey Kieser
6106S James Kleley
6107S Lloyd Kilford
5335S Scott Kilgore
6108S Kenton Kilgore
6109S R. Scott Kilgore
5336A Bryan Kilian
8230S Charlie Kilian
8858S Peter Kilkelly
6110S Robert Killheffer
6776A Douglas Killings
6111S Philip Kimball
5434S Brian Kindell
5522S Robyn Kindell
5523S Sean Kindell
7385S Margaret Kinder
6777A Emma King
6115S Edward King
6116S Roxanne King
6880S Simon King
7386S Hayley King
7387S Skyler King
8139A Jennifer Kinghorn
6117S Laura Kinnaman
7388S Kyle Kinnear
7389S Christopher
7963S Allison Kinsell
8285S Michael Kinsella
6118S Brieann Kinsey
7049S Maria Kirchner
6119S Kevin Kirk
7391S Tim Kirk
6120S Steve Kirkham
5524A Sarah Kirkpatrick
6121S David Kirkpatrick
5168A Rosemary Kirsten
7392S Swapna Kishore
7393S Keith Kissel
6778A Michele Kitay
7395S Ellen Klages
7396S Marcia Klak
5339D Jenifer Klaus
5337S Brett Klaus
7397S Floris Kleijne
5169S Mark Klein
6122S Christine Klein-Lebbink
7398S Jeff Klenzing
5094S Dave Klingler
8472S Tom Knapik
5095S Brian Knap
5096S Mary Knap
7399S Peter Knap
7898S Michael Knauer
6124S Matthew Knecht
7400S Harald Kneissl
5340S Alex Knepper
8504A Bill Knight
7401S Virginia Knight
7036S Charise Knittell
8069S Andy Knoll
5170A Martha Knowles
7402S Pat Knuth
7068S Steve Koeven
5341S John Kolen
7403S John Kollar
6126S Soren Kongstad
7404S Daniel Koolbeck
6127S Brian Korslin
6128S Nitish Korula
8121S Hakon Koseoglou
5525A Ted Kosmatka
6129S Joe Kostecka
7406S Stephen Kotowych
7407S Jordan Kotz
7751A Christopher Kovacs
5173A Brian Kowalczyk
8075YA Kristin Kozin
7408S Kim Kracl
7409S Douglas Kral
7410S Barbara Krasnoff
8259S Alisa Krasnestein
6132S Ira Kroll
8008S Wayne Krone
6133S Tim Kuehnhorn
5342S Brett Kuehn
5174A Lisa Kueltz
7412S Sarah Kugelman
6135S Tanya Kutasz
6136S Sharon Kutzschbach
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8194S Sveinung
7430S Sophie Le Lievre
5175S Tim Kyger
7413S Joni Labaqui
7414S Sean Labat
6137S Adam Labore
6138S Erika Lacey
7415S Marie-Helene Lacombe
6139S Clemens Ladisch
7416S Kelly Lagor
8163A Mary Elizabeth Lake
8164A Delaney Otteman Lake
1873A Joseph Lake
8174A Jo Ann Lake
8175A Michael Lake
8176A Bronwyn Lake
8178A Susan Lake
8180A Ksusha Lake
7417S Jean Lamb
7418S Tim Lamb
6779A Jim Lambert
6970S Nancy Lambert
7419S Constance Lambson
6140S Ellen Lamel
7421S R. Andrew Lamonica
5343A Laura Lancaster
6780A Meghan Lancaster
7422S Jer Lance
8084M Algie Lane
8461S Doug Lane
6141S David Lang
8067S Andy Lange
8068S Michelle Lange
6908S David Langford
6142S Brandon Langham
8512A Natalie Langlois
6143S Jean Lansford
6145S Warren Lapine
7423S David LaRoss
7424S Bjorn Hell Larsen
5176A Don Larson
7913S Tiffany Larson
7024S Anna Larsson
7051S Raymond Larsson
5344A Pamela Latham
7425S A.M. Lau
7017S Katherine Laurange
8169D Nancy LaValley
6147S David Lavender
5345A Laura Law
8393S Audrey Law
7426S Duncan Lawie
5346A Dan Lawrence
8510A Leslie Lawson
6149S Jerry Lawson
7427S Adam Lawson
7428S Joseph Lawson
7429S L. Lambert Lawson
8373S David Lawson
7045S Scott Lazerus
5099S Christian Lindke
6784A Tamar Lindsay
8105A Mac Lindsay
7099A Grä Linnaea
7441S Matthew Lisitsky
8111A Bryan Little
6174S Chandra Little
6946S Robert Lock
6394S Alex Lockey
6176S Kelly Lockhart
5353S Alan Lodge
7445S David Loehr
6177S Geoffrey Loewen
6178S Karen Lofstrom
6915S Camille Lofsters
8267S Marten Logsdon
5100S Paul Logue
5101A Clint Lohse
8144A William Lomax
8593S Chloe Long
5178A Felix Lopez
6181S Zed Lopez
8024A Eileen Lopp
6182S Elizabeth Lord
5179S Danielle Lorick
8427S Robert Losvass
6860A David Love
8618S Christopher Lovell
7815A Mary E. Lowd
7499A Daniel Lowd
5102A Jacquelyn Loyd
6932S Károly LQrentey
7906S Steve Luc
6183S Theresa Lucas
7982S Eileen Lucey
6184S Dave Lucket
7080S Stefan Luders
6185S Jim Lund
6914S Ron Lunde
8048S Terri Lupo
6186S Spencer Luster
6187S Sasha Lydon
5528A Kim Lynn
6188S Peter Lyons
6190S Christine M.
7991S Sarah M.
8411S Kenneth MacArthur
7448S Esther MacCallum-Stewart
7449S Ceallagh MacCath-Moran
6191S Angus MacDonald
6192S Jeff MacDonald
7450S Karen MacDougall
7451S Jason Macer
7452S Cosmin Macesanu
5829A Patricia MacEwen
6193S Greg Machlin
7034S Mary MacIsaac
6195S Deryl Mack
7455S Katie Mack
7456S Sarah Mack
7457S Shawn Mack
8166C Aydan MacKay
8165S Iaine MacKay
6196S Jana Mackay
6198S Kate MacLeod
6199S Ken MacLeod
7000S Morgan MacLeod
7752A Mike Madison
6921S Norman Madsen
6948S. R. John Madsen
7917S Rachel Madsen
6930S Richard Magahiz
6200S Alice Magelssen
8306S Laochailan Maghuin
5180A Scott James Magner
6201S Henry Mahncke
6202S Michael Maier
5454A Ehud Maimon
8381S Steven Majewski
7458S Derwin Mak
5244S Ritva Mäkinen
7459S Naomi Malay
6203S Scott Malcomson
6865A Rosalind Malin
6861D Melanie Malin
5331D David Malki
7928S Joseph Mallozzi
7879S Andy Mammel
5354A Schuyler Manchester
5172A Shivali Mandavia
8614S Jeremy Manley
6206S David Mann
6207S Philip Mann
7460S Kenneth Mann
8112A PJ Manney
8066S Frank Manning
6208S Jade Mansuetto
6209S Larissa March
6210S Adam Marchand
7947S Kamil Marcinkowski
7462S Jonathan Marcus
6212S Sean Markay
6213S Chris Markwyn
6215S William Maron
6216S Jackie Marquartd
5427S Anne Marsden
6218S Jacque Marshall
6220S Wesley Marshall
6221S Carlos Martijena
7753A Laure Martin
6978S Paula Martin
7071S Stephanie Martin
7813S Anya Martin
8558S Joe Martin
6786A Lucinda Marty
5530A John Marvin
7851S Isaiah Marvin
7463S Miriam Mason
8477S David Mason
8211S Michael Massa
7874S Brett Mastin
7464S Michelle Matel
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622S Cindy Matera
8552S BeLinda Mathie
8017S Richard Matney
7465S Patricia Matson
7975S David Matsu
8517A Luke Matthews
6223S Gary Mattingly
4847S Elanor Matton- Johnson
7466S Janet Maughan
7467S Robert Maughan
7100A Kari Maund
7468S Kari Maund
6925S Nicole Maxwell
5531S Vanessa May
6224S John May
7836S Patrick May
7909S Russell May
7955S Ross Maybee
6923S Aaron Mays
8462S David Mcaleece
8345S Kevin McAllister
7470S Linda McAllister
7108A Meg McCarthy
6262S William McBride
7471S Sarah McCabe
5355A Claire McCague
5356A David McCaman
6227S Allison McCarn
6228S Theodore McCarthy
7472S Sean McCarthy
7939S Tim McClanahan
6955S Steven McClary
5181A Marion McClure
5243A Brennan McClure
6229S Lisa McCormick
7473S Patrick McCourt
7754A David McCoy
7755A Susan McCoy
7474S Janice McCoy
8475S Elizabeth McCoy
5358S Lola McCravy
6230S Kelly McCullough
6232S John McDaid
5182A William McDermott
6233S Joe McDermott
6234S Ashley McDonnell
6235S Leslie McDonough
6236S Jonathan McDowell
8190S Greg McElhatton
6788A Maureen McElroy
6789C Seraphina McElroy
6238S Jon McFarling
6787A Jennifer McGaffey
7053S Erin McGann
7006S Michael McGinnis
6240S Peter McIlroy
7756A Tara McInnis
6790A Jodi McIsaac
6873S Sean McKay
6874S Patrick McKay
8034S Thomas McKendree
7475S Donald McKinley
7797A Nancy "Cam" McKinnon
8286S Eric McLaughlin
6243S Peter McLean
7476S Will McLean
6729S Colleen McMahon
7084S Richard McMahon
8516A William McMillan
5532A Sairah McNinn
8495A Paul McMillen
7965S Phyllis McMullen
6244S Patrick McMurray
6245S Ewan McNay
5183S Simon McNeil
6792A Cyndi McNeill
6793A Steve McNeill
8061S Robin McNeil
8605S Allen McNight
6246S Christopher Meadows
8147A Lindsay Mealing
8148A David Mealing
6247S Tom Mears
6249S W. Scott Meeks
7067S Jayson Megdanoff
5103S Wilma Meagher
8020S S. Liam Meilleur
8021S Melanie Meilleur
6251S John Melby
6252S Robert Mellish
5184S Joseph Mello
8125A Jeffery Melloy
7040S Tamara Melnic
8401S Alex Melnic
5474D Henry Melton
8093A Ken Meltsner
6796A Rebecca Meluch
7480S William Menker
7481S Paula Merns
7482S Del Merritt
6253S Caroline Mersey
6254S Douglas Reserve
7757A Jason Messer
6255S William Messick
5185A Stevie Metke
5186A Natalie Metzger
7483S Michael Metzger
6256S Jeff Michael
5443A Dacca Michaels
6257S Laurence Michaels
6258S Mikayla Micomanco
7485S Perry Middlemiss
6259S John Middleton
7486S Guy Middleton
7028S Sheila Miguez
7007S Sarah Mijts
6798A Nathan Miles
6799A Tim Miles
6800A Zachery Miles
7758A Richard Miles
7060S Sarah Milovich
5049A Jeff Miller
5472D Kamila Miller
5473D Rory Miller
8083M Lara Miller
6260S Dawn Miller
6261S Gilbert Miller
6262S Justin Miller
6263S Justin Miller
6264S Karen Miller
6265S Matt Miller
7488S Andrew Miller
7489S Brian Miller
8074S Lydia Miller
8435S Eric Miller
6266S Michael Milligan
7490S David Milloway
7491S Brian Milton
8629S M. Jodie Missset
7830S Beth Mitcham
7759A Betsy Mitchell
6269S Curtis Mitchell
6270S Russell Mitchell
7492S Sharon Mitchell
8515A Laura J. Mixon
7493S Ivan Mizanzuk
6103S R. K. Modena
6271S Jesse Moeller
6801A Rebecca Moesta
7272S Virginia Mohlere
7494S Michael Mohr
6899S Deanne Moinuddin
6273S David Moles
8506A Sarah Monette
5187A Devon Monk
6276S Harriet Monkhouse
8049S Shirley Monroe
6802A Theresa Monshey
6278S Joe Monson
8466S Kavi Montanaro
7495S Tim Montmarquet
6279S Miriam Moody
5359A Andrew Moore
7787A Tegan Moore
6280S Eleanor Moore
6281S Jen Moore
6282S Timothy Moore
7496S Lisa Moore
7497S Susan Moore
8026S Marian Moore
8062S Christopher Morales
6283S Pol Mordreth
6284S Lyda Morehouse
5444A Daniel Moren
6285S Silvia Moreno
7498S Roseanne Morgan
6286S Theodore Morgan- Major
7500S Ned Morrell
6287S Beth Morris
6288S Elizabeth Morris
6289S Catherine Morrison
6290S Lynne Ann Morse
6291S Lisa Morton
5533A Marshall Moseley
7014S Austin Moses
6293S Steve Moss
7501S Jon Moss
8404S Jon Moss
5361D Betsy Mott
6294S Suzanne Mounsey
7910S Carrie Mowatt
6295S Jaime Lee Moyer
6803A Beth Mueller
6804A Chuck Mueller
7052S Kile Mullens
6296S Herb Mullens
7503S Bill Mulrenin
7504S Kaitlin Murken
6297S Janice Murphy
6298S Jennifer Murphy
6299S Kevin Murphy
6905S Joy Murphy
7505S Julie Murphy
7506S Steve Murphy
7585S Robert Murphy
7974S Patricia Murphy
5104S Stephan Murray
6300S David Murray
7507S Stefanie Murray
7855S R. David Murray
6302S Michael Murray
6303S Mark Musante
7021S Eric Myers
7508S Jennifer Myers
7509S Joan Myers
5362D Francesca Myman
6305S Stefan Najdecki
6306S Dev Nambri
8423S Ravi Nanavati
7101A Peter Nanson
7511S Phil Nanson
6308S Matt Nash
8315S Benjamin Nash
6805A David Nasset
5105A Michael Navratil
8591S Rod Neeley
6309S Nathan Neeteson
6310S Viktor Nehring
8349S Christine Neill
8448S Maralee Nelder
8539S Maralee Nelder
5188S Catherine Nelson
5189S George Nelson
6312S Stephen Nelson
6313S Theodore Nelson
6314S Timon Nelson
7512S Craig Nelson
8318S Stephen Nelson
8037S Scott Nemmers
8274S Nicole Neuharth
7513S Yair Neumann
6315S Craig Neumeier
8464S Rachel Neumeier
6809A Kim Neville
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6810A Shane Neville</td>
<td>6316S Karen New</td>
<td>5363A Lizzie Newell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5106S Michael Newman</td>
<td>6317S Gem Newman</td>
<td>7854S Rebecca Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7515S Daniel Nexion</td>
<td>5445D Darlene Ney</td>
<td>5364A Ha Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6318S Eimear Ni Mhéalóid</td>
<td>6319S Eilidh nic Sidheag</td>
<td>5420YA Alex Nicholes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niederberger</td>
<td>6320S Stuart Nicholl</td>
<td>7109A JW Niezin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7090S Kyle Niedziewicki</td>
<td>6321S Gillian Nicholls</td>
<td>8612S Albert Nigrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6325S Charles Nielsen</td>
<td>7110A Morgan Nichols</td>
<td>8077D Andrew Nisbet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6328S Therese Nitz</td>
<td>6329S Garth Nix</td>
<td>7107A Natalie Nolan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8202S Katie Nolan</td>
<td>8615S Chuck Nolan</td>
<td>6331S Benazer Noorani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6332S Sara Norja</td>
<td>8025S Michael Norton</td>
<td>6811A Barbara Norwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6333S Justin Northrup</td>
<td>7788A Ali Nouraie</td>
<td>5534A John Novak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6334S Robert Novak</td>
<td>8214S John Novak</td>
<td>6335S Marjolein Noyce-Bellainga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8032S Carol Nugent</td>
<td>6336S Abigail Nussbaum</td>
<td>6968S Maria Nutick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6337S Jasmin Nyack</td>
<td>6339S Michelle Oberes-Padre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5535S Michelle Oberes-Padre</td>
<td>7516S Dionne Obeso</td>
<td>6340S John ‘O’Brien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7642A Tracy ‘O’Brien</td>
<td>8006S Jaime ‘O’Brien</td>
<td>7517S Zoe O’Connell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7964S Sandra Odei</td>
<td>6342S Debora Offer</td>
<td>7517S Zoe O’Connell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7959S Jolene Ogaick</td>
<td>5190S Peadar O’Guilin</td>
<td>8358S Sean O’Hara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8358S Sean O’Hara</td>
<td>5190S Peadar O’Guilin</td>
<td>7518S Juliet O’Keefe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8468S Katherine O’Keefe</td>
<td>8382S Lenora Rose Patrick</td>
<td>8474S John Pigott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6344S Robert Oldendorf</td>
<td>7535S Vincent Patriiti</td>
<td>8245S Kristin Pilotte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6345S Warren Olin-</td>
<td>7356S Clint Patterson</td>
<td>6866A Richard Pilz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammentorp</td>
<td>8185S James Patterson</td>
<td>5198S Pamela Pincha-Wagener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8398S Alec Patton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5536A Lauren Patzer</td>
<td>6389S Terry Pinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5195A Maree Pavletich</td>
<td>8540S Adam Piontek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5196A Matthew Pavletich</td>
<td>8439S Frank Piper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6365S Alexei Pavlowski</td>
<td>8152A Denney Pintoze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5367S Mike Paxton</td>
<td>6390S Andrea Pitman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7573S Harry Payne</td>
<td>6998S Stefan Pittsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7760A Peggi Peacock</td>
<td>6391S Veronica Plasewicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7538S Tony Peak</td>
<td>7033S Richard Platt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6366S Jonathan Pearce</td>
<td>6392S Frank Plew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6367S Joseph Pearson</td>
<td>6393S Andrew Plotkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6368S Robert Peavyhouse</td>
<td>7545S Jeff Plotnikoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6369S Kevin Pebley</td>
<td>6987S Brendan Poged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6370S Chad Peck</td>
<td>8281S Jason Poh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6371S Nadine Pedersen</td>
<td>6988S Gillian Polack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8828S Shawn Pedersen</td>
<td>6394S Francesco Poli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8570S Sidel Pedersen</td>
<td>5199A Milton PolicerZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6372S Naomi Pegors</td>
<td>7547S Michael Pollack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8619S Jamie Pehling</td>
<td>5048S Ashton Pomerantz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6373S Allen Peirce</td>
<td>8528S Mark Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7540S Alla Peker</td>
<td>5200A Adria Popovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6375S Jason Pellerin</td>
<td>8278S Johan Poppe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5368D Dennis Polton</td>
<td>6395S Charity Port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5415S Jim Pendergraft</td>
<td>7070S Christopher Pound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5107S Carl Perelli-Minetti</td>
<td>8428S Aaron Pound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8595S Jeffrey Perkins</td>
<td>6823A Michael Poutiatine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6377S Alfredo Pernin</td>
<td>6822C Hailey Poutiatine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8275S Bruce Perry</td>
<td>6397S Jennifer R. Povey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7082S Gerald Peters</td>
<td>5201S Nicole Povelteit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6819A Jeffrey Peters</td>
<td>6398S Celia Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6820A Sarah Petersen</td>
<td>6399S Jennifer Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7542S Anne Petersen</td>
<td>7548S Edward Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8171D Dave Peter</td>
<td>7979S Sarah Powell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8170D Judy Peterson</td>
<td>5464S George Pratt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5197S Jim Petersen</td>
<td>8447S Amy Pendergraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6378S Amy Peterson</td>
<td>7550S Virginia Preston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8607S Linda Peterson</td>
<td>7551S Katherine Prevost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8038S Michelle Peterson</td>
<td>7552S Christopher Priest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reisdorff</td>
<td>6401S Carolyn Priest-Dorman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5424A Andrew Petrie</td>
<td>7956S Eric Primm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6380S Allison Pethrosino</td>
<td>8366S Drew Pitsker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8327S Martin Petto</td>
<td>8367S Janet Pitsker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6381A Christophe Pettus</td>
<td>8531S Louis Privette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6382S Hans Pew</td>
<td>7903S Emily Proctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8556S Lauranne Peyron</td>
<td>6402S Leigh Prosho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6383S John Pfeifer</td>
<td>5202A Charlene Pugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8128A Trina Phillips</td>
<td>5203A Cheryl Pugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6384S Preston Phillips</td>
<td>6404S Marti Pulinchician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7986S Robert Phillips</td>
<td>8014S Kevin Pulliam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8243S Shannon Phillips</td>
<td>8378S Walt Quering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7543S Diana Pho</td>
<td>6405S Lida Quillen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6821A John Picacio</td>
<td>7953S Matthew Quirk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6896S Aimee Picchi</td>
<td>7954S Jeannette Quirk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6386S Catherine Pickersgill</td>
<td>7114A ZM Quynh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5537S Samuel Pierce</td>
<td>6407S Joshua Rachlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6387S Mark Pierce</td>
<td>7555S Bill Racicot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6894S Ken Pierce</td>
<td>7093S Kaitlin Rademaker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New Members Ra ~ Sh

6435S Graham Robertson
6363S Michael Robertson
6903S Christopher Robin
7571S Leah Robin
5210A Rachel Robins
5373A Rachel Robinson
6383S Nicholas Robinson
6439S Paula Robinson
6920S Peg Robinson
7970S John Robinson
5108A David Robison
5109A Teresa Robison
6440S Justina Robson
8031S Jeffery Roche
6442S Stephen Rochelle
5110S Frank Rodolf
6443S Kristin Roethel
6444S Guy Rogers
6445S M. Lee Rogers
7573S Josh Rogers
6446S Anthony Roget
8043S Frank Röhr
6447S Matt Rolak
5540A Randall Rollick
7574S Mike Rollin
6448S Frank Romeo
5211A Cynthia Romer
6449S Christopher Ronnfeldt
6450S Deirdre Root
6451S Vik-Thor Rose
7576S John Rose
6452S Hyman Rosen
7046S Susan Rosenau
7578S Benjamin Rosenbaum
5440S Linda Ross
6453S Carl Rosene
6454S Shana Rosenfeld
6455S Justin Rosenfield
7019S Eric Rosenfield
5212A Elizabeth Rosenzweig
6981S Jacinta Richardson
5214A James Rosenzweig
5213A Clarewynn Rosenzweig
5290S David Ritchie
7536A Victoria Roth
8288S Stephen Rothman
5375S Jacob Rosoll
7579S Michael Rossow
8451S Laura Rostad
5376A Victoria Routh
6456S Julien Rousseau
5377A William Row
7580S Diana Rowland
6458S Samuel Rowley
5215A Ken Roy
7876S Jessie Roy
7581S Clifton Royston
7980S Richard Ruane
6459S Lee Ann Rucker
5542A Tina Ruddiman-Fisher
5216A Kris Rudin
5378A Stefan Rudnicki
8124A Stefan Rudnicki
7582S Matt Ruen
7762A James Ruppert
7584S Spenser Ruppert
6460S Robert Russell
6461S Brian Rust
8055S David Rust
6463S Adrian Ryan
6466S Daniel Ryan
7585S Kathleen Rybarczyk
5379A Beverly Ryng
5380A Victoria Ryng
6830A Tristan Ryng
7586S Elizabeth Sadler
8220S Thomas Sadler
6469S Benjamin Safford
8161A Michelle Sallier
7018S Miguel Salazar
8241S Alex Samodurov
6470S Michael Sampsell
8103A Nicholas Sanders
5111S JC Sanders
6472S Harold Sanders
6473S Judy Sanders
6474S Peter Sanders
7587S Todd Sanders
8302S Emily Sandoval
5442YA Cisly Sandoval
5460YA Emily Sandoval
6477S Richard Sandstrom
7588S Karl Sandwell-Weiss
8578S Jason Sanford
5544S Rike Sancieterstein
7589S Santiago Santos
7871S Rodrigo Santos
6480S Chris Sarnowski
7590S Myranda Sarro
5382YA Anson Saulino
6481S Kevin Saunders
7591S Ruth Saunders
8624S Steven Saus
7848S Chadwick Saxedil
6483S Michael Sayer
7081S Jess:C:S Inchez Balsers
7592S John Schadt
8341S Tim Schaum
8342S Robin Schaun
6484S Isabel Schechter
7834S Gregory Scheckler
5217A William Schefer
5545S Paul Schell
7058S Steven Scherbinski
6485S Nicholas Schiller
7593S Liz Schiller
6486S Helen Schinske
5383A Sarah Schmeer
5218S Gary Schmidt
8523A Klaus Schmitz
6489S Todd Schneider
5546A Kenneth Schneyer
6867S Michael Schoenberg
6869S Von Scholes
7904S Andersen Scholl
6490S Robert Schoover
7596S Dennis Schreﬄer
7597S Kenneth Schreiner
6491S Matthew Schreper
5384A Karl Schroeder
7598S Jan Schroeder
6868S David W. Schroth
6831A Edmund Schubert
5547A Peter Schuerman
5385A Deborah Schuler
6492S Eric Schuman
6493S Eric Schultheis
6494S Torsten Schumann
7778C Colin Schwarting
6497S Lee Schwartz
7599S JoAnn Schwartz
8606S Steven Schwartz
7600S Daniel Schwartz
7015S Leslie Schwetzler
7601S Jim Scifoeld
6498S Jonathan Scott
6499S Iain Scott
6985S Allison Scott
8219S William Scott
8458S Jennifer Scott
6891S David Scribner
7602S Rene Sears
6500S Peter Seckler
8407S Mark Seely
8130A John Segers
7603S Karen Seidl
8141A Benjamin Seims
6501S Scott Seldon
7763A William Self
6502S Justin Semmel
6503S Jouni Seppänen
6504S Alan Servedlo
6505S Philip Seveton
5112S Margarita Siever
6506S Cat Sewart
6507S Lansing Sexton
7869S Miriam Sexton
7604S George Seymour
8140A Stephen Sfekas
8511A Jim Sfekas
6508S Randy Shadle
6509S Nathan Shafer
7605S Marilyn Shaffer
5386S Wendy Shaffer
6510S Arthur Shagall
6964S Leife Shallcross
5113S Gerda Shank
7838S Oliver Shank
7606S Karen Shannon
# New Members Sh - Th

| 7607S Tim Sharrock               | 8217S Stephen Smith               | 8513A Laurel Lee Steele           | 7765A Michael Substelny          |
| 6511S Bruce Shaw                 | 8300S Michael Smith               | 5544A Sarah Steever              | 7766A Patricia Substelny         |
| 7608S Christopher Shay           | 8360S Pamela Smith                | 7633S David Steffen             | 6571S Dan Sugalski              |
| 5387S Elizabeth Shayne           | 8456S Laura Smith                 | 8602S Sarah Stegall             | 6884S Tricia Sullivan           |
| 8550S Matthew Sheehan            | 8526S Brant Smith                | 5458A Eric Steglat              | 8476S Jesse Sullivan            |
| 6512S David Shearoon             | 6533S Patrick Smythe              | 5225A Andy Steigleder           | 8045S Nathanael Sumrall         |
| 6513S Michelle Shelton           | 6534S Viv Smythe                  | 6556S Michael Steinberg         | 8453S Steven Sundeen            |
| 7609S Nina Shepardson            | 7625S John Nead                   | 7634S Baerbel Steininger        | 5480S Janne Sundqvist           |
| 6890S Helen Shin                 | 7626S Patricia Snyder            | 6575S Paul Steinmeyer           | 7902S Peter Sursi               |
| 7610S Lisa Shiningler            | 6535S Kshitij Sobti               | 5588S Jonathan K. Stephens      | 6573S Judy Suryqyn              |
| 8508A Sharon Shinn               | 7627S Mark Soderstrom            | 5476A Jacqelyn Stephens         | 6574S Robert Suryqyn            |
| 5388A Alexis Shorter             | 7628S Jeff Sosbe             | 5555A Robert Stephenson         | 7648S Abigail Sutherland        |
| 6931S Shay Shortt                 | 5549A John Softich               | 6976S James Sterrett            | 7649S Phil Sutherland           |
| 6922S MaryAnn Shoup               | 5550C Kathryn Bo Softich         | 8580S Margaret Steurer          | 5423A Andrea Sutherland         |
| 6515S Shannon Sible              | 5551M Lawrence Softich           | 5556A William Stevens           | 5599S Scott Sutherlin           |
| 5389D Pat Sibley                 | 6536S Daniel Sohl                | 5393S John Stevens              | 5477A James L. Sutter           |
| 7611S Dave Sidel                 | 6537S Anna Solis                 | 6559S Nathanial Stevens         | 6575S Kenneth Sutton            |
| 8469S Ellen Siegel               | 8138A Peg Solonika               | 8213S Keith Stevenson           | 8616S Stephen Svecz             |
| 7612S Rachel Sier                 | 6538S Keith Soylts               | 6560S Victor Stevko             | 6576S Kevin Svendsen            |
| 6517S Danielle Signor             | 7079S Kevin Solway               | 5226A Andrea Stewart            | 6834A Jay Swanson               |
| 7613S Luther Siler               | 5390S David Somers               | 6833A Jesse Stewart            | 5439A Cathy Sweeney             |
| 7764A David Silver               | 7629S Tarn Somervell             | 5119S Anne Stewart              | 6577S Barbara Sweeney           |
| 7614S Michael Silvermail         | 5736A Jon Suster                  | 6561S Ian Stewart               | 7103D Patrick Swenson           |
| 5114A David Simler              | 6539S Kim Sommer                | 6911S Sandy Stewart             | 6578S Amy Sykes                |
| 8357S Michael Simms              | 6540S Håkon Sønderland           | 6912S Rita Stewart              | 5395S Louis Sytsma              |
| 8331S Maria Simons               | 6541S Kevin Sonney               | 7635S Anne Stewart              | 5396S Chuck Taggart             |
| 6518S Lee Sims                   | 8449S Stephen Sopko              | 7636S Anne Stewart              | 8465S Bogi Takacs              |
| 6519S Verner Sims                | 7630S Elizabeth Sorenson         | 7636S Pilar Stewart             | 7767A Tiffany Tallar           |
| 7615S Harpal Singh               | 6542S Kenora Sorgenfrie         | 7673S Eli Stickgold             | 6579S Eric Tank                |
| 3376S Giovanna Sirignano         | 7859S Ron Sostaric               | 7638S Jessie Stickgold-Sarah    | 6580S Ginger Tansey            |
| 8107A Jeri Sisco                 | 5552S Stephanie Souders          | 6562S David Stienmier           | 6581S Thomas Tate               |
| 6520S Jacqueline Skelton         | 6444S Larry Southard             | 5394S Lisa Stillwagon           | 7768A Michael Tax               |
| 7951S Jessica Skelton            | 6455S Trevor Spain               | 7907S William Stiteler          | 6582S Andrew Taylor            |
| 6521S Nathaniel Skiba            | 8627S Lisa Spangenberg           | 7639S John Stith                | 6583S Shari Taylor             |
| 6523S Vanessa Skiles             | 7632S J’nae Rae Spano            | 7640S Sarah Stock               | 6584S Stephen Taylor           |
| 8070S Penelope Skrzynski         | 6924S Sherrn Spargo              | 6563S Chris Stoddard           | 7822S Timothy Taylor           |
| 7616S Christopher Small           | 8293S Paul Sparks                | 5120S Frank Christian Stoffel   | 5229S Heather Teig              |
| 7617S Sonya Smalllets            | 5223A Benjamin Spater           | 7641S Callie Stoker            | 6585S Veronika Temml            |
| 7618S Sibyl Smirl                | 5553S Jonathan Spencer          | 7106A Soloman Stone            | 5230A Eleanor Templeton        |
| 5116A Talliafero Smith           | 8247S Brian K. Spencer          | 6963S Rosalie Stone             | 8363S Pedro Terán              |
| 5115S Carrie Smith               | 8146A Norman Sperling           | 8626S MacAllister Stone         | 7651S Joe Tercero              |
| 5220S Eliaor Smith               | 6548S Ray Spitz                  | 8444S Elijah Stonebreaker       | 6835A Elizabeth Tereno         |
| 5221S Morgan Smith               | 8596S Jan Spring                | 6565S Adam Stovicek             | 6836A Josiah Tereno             |
| 5222S Victoria Smith             | 5117A Carol Springs             | 6566S Richard Strahan           | 6586S M. Thierstein            |
| 5438S Carrie Smith               | 6549S Kevin Sproge              | 7867S Jonathan Strahan          | 5121A Robin Thomas             |
| 5548S Matthew Smith              | 6550S Seth Spurlock             | 7923S Janette Stratton         | 5397A John Thomas              |
| 6524S Catherine Smith            | 5391A Mekaela St. George        | 8365S Barry Straus             | 6858A Walt Thomas              |
| 6525S Chris Smith                | 6551S Patrick St. Jean          | 7642S Marcus Streets            | 6588S Ebony Elizabeth Thomas    |
| 6526S Cislyn Smith               | 6552S Stephen St. Onge          | 7643S Rae Streets              | 6589S Evan Thomas              |
| 6528S Ross Smith                 | 6863A Steve Stair               | 7644S Tilly Streets            | 6590S Lynne Thomas             |
| 6530S Sean Smith                 | 8386S Randy Stalling            | 6567S Galen Strickland         | 6591S Michael Thomas           |
| 6531S Simon Smith                | 5392S Rachel Stancliff          | 5558S Shane Stringer           | 8050S Sean Thomas              |
| 5352S Tammy Smith                | 5224S Barry Stanford           | 8490A Leigh Strother-Vien      | 5398Y John D. Thomas           |
| 7020S Michael Smith              | 6553S John Stankewicz          | 7645S Scott Stuart             | 7798A Mecque Thompson          |
| 7075S Michael Smith              | 6554S Hugh Staples              | 5227A Duane Stuck              | 7790A Robert Thompson          |
| 7619S Allen Smith                | 5118S Brandy Stank              | 5228C Gustin Stuck             | 8160A Michael Thompson         |
| 7620S Barbara Smith              | 7069S Gregory Starnes          | 6570S Dan Stufflebeam          | 5560S Marcy Thompson           |
| 7621S Dennis Smith               | 6555S Daniel Starr              | 5451A Doug Sturtevant          | 6592S Artis Thompson           |
| 7622S Jacqui Smith               | 7916S Michael Stearns          | 8353S Rodrick Su               | 6593S Barbara Thompson         |
| 7623S Martin Smith               | 6857S Scott Stearns             |                               | 6594S Dan Thompson             |
| 7624S Victoria Smith             | 6864A David Steele              |                               |                               |
| 7865S Adrian Smith               | 8149A Dan Steele                |                               |                               |
New Members Th ~ Wi

659S Juli Thompson
659S Julian Thompson
659S Mark Thompson
660S Robert Thompson
661S Tommy Thompson
662S Adam Thompson
7653S Eric Thompson
660S Gordon Thornburn
5561A Kaye Thornburn
5562A Kelly Thornburn
8323S Robert Thornton
660S Jennifer Thorson
660S Jennifer Thurgate
660S Eric Timdell
655S Gretchen Tiger
660S Robert Tillotson
6765S Stephen Tilson
6838A Jake Tilton
7115A Chief of Time
8313S Elizabeth Timmerman
5400S Elaine Tindill-Rohr
8352S Kimiye Tipton
6607S Gordon Tisher
5122S Brian Toberman
6609S John Tobias
8187S Dann Todd
6610S Gary Toggetti
6611S Jennifer Toll
7657S Lisa Tomecek-Bias
7031S Tacoma Tomilson
7769A J. R. Tomlin
5401A Patrick Tomlinson
6612S Patrick S. Tomlinson
7944S John Toon
6613S Terri Tormanen
6614S Kendra Tornheim
8044S Jon Torrance
8119A Caerdwyn Torres
7658S Amir Touray
5437S Carol Townsend
6887S Tracy Townsend
8631A Roberta Trahan
7659S Stacie Traill
6615S Kevin Trainer
6616S Matthew Traylor
7660S Paul Treadaway
8459S Iain Triffitt
7842S Neil Tringham
6966S Michi Trota
8126A Anne Trotter
8127A Justin Trotter
8059S Henry Troup
6618S Brian Truitt
6619S Yelena Tsitkin
6839A Robert Tucker
7661S Jeannette Tucker
7662S James Turnbull
7999S Paul Turnbull
6620S Aubrey Turner
6621S Robert Turner
7663S Patricia Turner
6622S Madeline Turnipseed
6624S Alice Tyrell
7664S Joseph Ugoreset
7665S Brandon Ulick
7666S Cristina Pulido Ulvang
7667S Tom Underberg
6625S Heather Underwood
6626S Ted Ung
6627S Kimberly Unger
6628S Thom Unger
6629S Carey Unruh
5563S Maurice Upton
6632S Geoffrey Urland
8412S Brian Vacek
5247S Johanna Vainikainen-Uusitalo
6840A David Valentine
6633S Isaac Valenzuela
6962S Mark Valiukas
5403S Beth Vallacaqua
5404S JC Vallacqua
6634S Al Van Court
5231A June Van Dyke
5232A Rachel Van Dyke
6841A Greg van Eekhout
7819S Peter Van Eynde
6842A James Van Pelt
6991S Ron van Schyndel
7038S Jim Van Verth
6635S Robert van Vliet
5123S Jim Van Zandt
7668S James Van Zandt
7092S Larry Vanjeijk
5564S Marilyn VanRiper
5422A Allison VanSacker
6636S Joshua Varner
6637S Jerry Vaughan
8007S Lara Velarde
6638S Maria Velazquez
7816S Anamaria Vere
6639S Victor Vernescu
6640S John Vernon
6641S Ursula Vernon
7872S Matthew Vernon
7669S Maria Verrico
8415S Anne Vespy
7905S Barbara Vibbert
6642S Gina Vicks
8024S Debbie Vigil
7978S Katherine Vilhen
6992S Alana Vincent
5124S Michael Virden
5245S Sonja Virta
7770A Josh Vogt
6443S Alex von der Linden
7670S Karen von Haam
7771A Edwin Voskamp
7772A Irene Voskamp
7671S Robyn Vynersmith
8434S Doug Wade
6646S Erica Wagner
6647S Jason Wagner
7672S Chuck Wagner
7673S Loren Wagner
7856S Chris Wagner
8299S Thomas Wagner
7674S Dave Waite
7675S Olivia Waite
5233S Christianne Wakeham
5416A Chuck Walbridge
5405A Lori Walker
6650S Rysa Walker
6791S CL Walker
7676S Elaine Walker
7677S Wendy Walker
8035S Katie Walkowiak
5125A Sean Wallace
5406S Robert Wallace
7678S Ellen Warlath
6652S Michael Walters
6653S Tim Walters
5441A Chris Wartrip
7679S Matthew Walker
6654S Benjamin Wang
6655S David Wangen
6843A Timothy C. Ward
6656S Alex Ward
6657S Jack Ward
7057S Bonnie Warford
5478A Rachel Warner
6844A Ben Warren
7680S Mick Warshaw
7681S Patricia Washburn
7783A Kate Waterous
8036S Don Watkins
8492S Laura Watkins
5407A Chris Watson
6658S Maggie Watson
6659S William Watson
6986S Joanne Watson
8574S Ghoti Watson
8575S Colin Watson
6730S Keith Watt
6731S Sara Watt
6660S Jonathan Wattersson
8265S Leah Watts
6661S Lynn Weatherbe
7682S Monica Weaver
5408A Gary Lee Webb
6662S Matthew Webb
8004S Vala Webb
6664S Bruce Webster
7684S Eric Weder
6666S Gary Wegner
6845YA Kevin Wei
6667S Ulrich Weigand
7686S Dave Weinstein
7687S Katherine Weinstein
6669S Stephanie Weipert
7870S Marcus Weir
6670S David Weirs
6672S Alex Weiss
7888S Ben Weiss
7689S Simon Weiβ
6674S Peter Wendt
8033S Chris Westling
6846A Heather West
8162A Tom West
8548S Robert West
8530S AE Westbourne
7690S Ben Weston
8290S Guy Weston
8547S Christopher Weuve
6675S Terry Weyna
7789S Donald Whalen
8311S Kirsten Whately
8090A Judy Wheat
5470D Brad Wheeler
7691S AL Wheeler
7843S William Wheeler
6847A Katarina Whimsy
8216S Robert Whitaker
7918S Jay Whitcomb
6848M Alexander White
6676S Charles White
6677S Jeffrey White
6678S Jeremy White
6679S Shara White
6940S Adrienne White
7692S Clay White
8438S Robert Whiteside
6681S Nathaniel Whitestone
7860S Karen Whitham
5409A Victoria Whittlock
6849A Justin Whitman
6682S Stacy Whitman
7891S Anne Whyte
6683S Daniel Wick
6684S Lin Wicklund
6685S Thomas Wicklund
7693S Betty Widerski
7952S Katrina Wiechmann
6850A Cora Wilgen
6686S Jeffrey Wikstrom
6687S Susan Wilbanks
7086S Sharon Wilcox
7839S Laura Wile
5056A Kevin Wiley
7695S Alison Wilgus
7696S Bridget Wilkinson
8276S Deborah Willcox
7697S Barbara Willette
8422S Michelle Willey
5234A Hart Williams
5235A Jayne Williams
6851A Jessica Williams
7773A Karen Williams
7774A Tony Williams
8155A Thane Williams
5236S Seth Williams
6690S Piers Williams
7698S Sheila Williams
8437S Renee Williams
New Members
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7863S Sean Williams
7894S James Williams
8224S Amber Williams
8379S Charles Williams
6691S Thomas Williamson
7699S Chet Williamson
7700S Holly Williamson
8599S Bethany Willick
8104A Cordelia Willis
6692S Nicole Willson
7701S Kristyn Willson
6693S David Wilson
6694S James Wilson
6695S Lindsey Wilson
6935S BD Wilson
7702S April Wilson
7703S Glenda Wilson
7704S Robert Wilson
7705S Sharry Wilson
7706S Troyce Wilson
7812S Stew Wilson
6979S Laura Wilson-Anderson
6696S Kathryn Wilton
5237A Erica Winberry
8307S Charles Wingate
8308S Cwin Wingate
7707S Chuck Wingo
5057S Douglas Winship
7709S David Wintheiser
7710S Chinami Wirth
7711S Paul Witcover
6700S Craig L. Wittler
6852A Tracy Woelfel
6965S Hania Wojtowicz
5238A Gary Wolfe
5410A Nick Wolven
7712S Eugene Wong
7713S Shea Wong
6701S Cynthia Wood
6702S William Wood
7714S Angela Wood
7715S Joshua Wood
8442S Ronald Wood
5058S Andrew Woode
7716S Mark Wooding
7037S Jennifer Woods
7718S Jennifer Woods
6853A Karen Woodward
6703S Jonathan Woodward
6886S Daniel Woodward
8384S Greer Woodward
7065S Steve Wright
6707S James Wright
6708S Peter Wrobel
7719S Jimmy Wu
6709S Lynn Wyman
6710S Stephen Wynn
7720S Maureen Wynn
5411S Daniel Wynne
5412S Prudy Wynne
6711S Rob Wynne
7078S Michael Wysocki
7721S Hong Yu Xiao
8463S Jeff Xilon
6855A Hugo Xiong
6854A Ken Yamaoka
8235S W. Yearick
8239S Phyllis Yearick
7886S Anna Yeatts
6712S Erzebet YellowBoy
7722S Ozan Yigit
8225S Dan Yingst
7881S KimBoo York
8620S Brian York
8424S Fred Yost
5239A Crispin Young
5413A David Young
6713S Andrew Young
6714S Joshua Young
6715S Margaret Young
6716S Robert Young
6717S Sherry Young
7025S Ceri Young
7723S Justine Youngman
7724S Neil Youngman
7845S John Yundt-Pacheco
8310S Michael Yust
7725S Tauheed Zaman
8145A Sherie Zander
6856A Jenny Zappala
5240A Holly Zehnder
6719S Jon Zeigler
5414A Marvin Zelkowitz
6720S Jacob Zemper
7726S Marco Zennaro
7823S Keith Zeringue
6721S David Zhou
8072S Miriam Zibkoff
6722S Austin Ziegler
6723S Joakim Ziegler
6724S Wolfgang Ziegler
7791A Merak Zimmerman
8491A Mark Zimmerman
6725S Jessica Zimmerman
6726S Sarah Zimmerman
7042S Joann Zimmerman
5241A Kim Zimring
5415S Micah Zirnhelt
8133A Kaylynn ZoBell
6727S Chris Zuchowski
6728S William Zukley
7727S Katherine Zwaard

If I Ran the Zoo...Con

A role-playing game created and edited by Sasquan GoH Leslie Turek

The insider’s guide to everything that can possibly go wrong at a convention

Announcing the Fourth Edition with new scenarios available for the first time at Sasquan!

At Sasquan: Offworld Designs
Sasquan sales table

After Sasquan: NESFA Press
www.nesfa.org/press

$15
Sasquan 2015 Staff List

Division of the Chair
Chair In Memoriam: Bobbie DuFault
Chair: Sally Woehrle
   Personal Assistant: Jo Seaver
   Personal Assistant: Mary Whitlock
   Staff: Alex von Thorn
Advisor: Gene Armstrong
Legal Advisor: Katharine Bond
Senior Technical Advisor: Gibbitt Rhys-Jones
Theme Advisor: Jerry Gieseke
Timeline: Pat Porter
In Memoriam: Steven Silver

FRONT OF HOUSE
Vice-Chair, Front of House: Pierre Pettinger
   Assistant: Sandy Pettinger

Events Division
Division Head: Jill Eastlake
   Deputy Division Heads: David D’Antonio, Megan Frank
   Staff: Bridget Boyle, Gay Ellen Dennett, Donald E. Eastlake
   III, Heidi Stevenson, Eric Zuckerman
   Cabaret: Kelly Buehler
   Staff: Eva Elasigue, Daniel Spector
Dances: Nick Enge
   Regency Dance: John Hertz
First Night: Dave Weingart
   Deputy Area Head: Megan Frank
   Staff: John Cholewa, Fred Isaacs, Suli Isaacs, Rachel Kory, Pablo Vasquez
   House Manager: Seth Breidbart
   Ushers: Kevin Grocock, Andrew Porter
   Hugo Ceremony: Adam Beaton
   Assistant Area Head: Megan Frank
   Booklet: Lynda Manning-Schwartz
   Staff: Crystal Huff
   Stage Manager: Christian Gill
   Stage Crew Manager: Chris O’Halloran
   Stage Crew: Kevin Grocock
   Pre-Hugo Reception: Eva Whitley
   Licensing: Mary Dumas
Masquerade: Sharon Sbarsky
   Master of Ceremonies: Kevin Roche
   Staff: Holly Forbis, Fiona Lehn, Michele Weinstein
   Stage Manager: Michael Rafferty
   Stage Crew Manager: Chris O’Halloran
   Stage Crew: Kevin Grocock, Morris Keesan, Lori Meltzer
   Green Room: Byron Connell
   Green Room Staff: Christine Brockway, Elektra Hammond, Ann Totusek
   Repair Table Lead: Tina Connell
   Hall Costume: John Hertz
   Hall Costume Judge: Leslie Johnston
   Media Events: Nat Saenz
   Anime Theater: Shelley Martin
   Cartoon Theater: Tom Safer
   Film Festival: Nat Saenz
   Staff: Mary I Saenz, Doug Staudt
   Anime Consultant: Mary Dumas
   Audio Theater: Petrea Mitchell
   Trailer Park: Keith Johnson
   Official Photographer, Candid Shots: John O’Halloran
   Official Photographer, Posed Shots: Olav Rokke
   Staff: Amanda Wakaruk
   Opening & Closing Ceremonies: Debi Chowdhury
   Staff: Brian Bultor, Jonette Butler, Sarah Norton, Kevin Wei
   Plays Liaison: Pat Vanderberg

Exhibits Division
Division Head: Randy Smith
   Deputy Division Head: Sarah Goodman
Art Show: Kerry Kuhn
   Staff: Gretchen Brummer, Ellen Eades, Deby Frederick, Walt Thomas, Rose Wilson, Scott Zrubek
   Artist Alley: Tomi Welch
   Editor of Artist Showcase: Sara Felix
Dealers Room: Angela Jones-Parker
   Deputy: Sally Kobee
   Dealers Room Staff: Holly Forbis, Trip Roberts, Larry Smith
   Discworld Exhibit: Patricia Panek
   Staff: Mike Carambat, Jeff Miller
   Fanzine Lounge: Randy Byers
   Staff: Tom Becker, Andy Hooper, Carl Juarez, Jerry Kaufman, Scott Kreidermacher, Marci Malinowycz, Ulrika O’Brien, Carrie Root, Suzanne Tompkins
   Fan History Exhibit: Chris Garcia
   Gaming: Rob Stewart
   Guest of Honor Exhibits: Jessica Guggenheim

Program Division
Division Head: Laurie Mann
   Database/Grenadine: Henry Balen
   Local University Liaison: Phyllis Elde
   Program Operations Area Head: Jim Mann
   Program Operations: Perrianne Lurie, Michael Nelson
   Staff: Priscilla Olson, Beth Zipser, Mike Zipser, Carolina Gómez Lagerlöf, Bill Higgins, Crystal Huff, Ronald Oakes, Jeff Olhoeft, Steven Silver, Pablo Vasquez
   Guest Relations Area Head: Char Mackay
   Guest Relations: Randy Mackay
   Guest Liaisons: Laura Domitz, Deb Lentz, Tom Lentz
   Art Program: Madeleine Geraghty
   Autographing: Tim Szczesuil
   Children’s Programming: Persis Thordike
   Costume: Carole Parker
   Craft Corner: Astrid Bear
   Discworld: Denise Connell
   Fan Program: Dick Smith and Leah Zeldes Smith
   Fan Program: Cy Chauvin
   Gaming: Rodger Burns
   Indigenous Program: Mir Plemons Kaffeeklatsches: Melanie Herz
   Literary Beers: Paul Carpenter
   Maker Activities: Inez Gowsell
   Music Program: Lynn Gold
   Pub Crawl: Tim Martin
   Stroll with the Stars: Stu Segal
   Writers Workshop: Adrienne Foster
   Young Adult Program: Hannah Jones
   Assistant: Erin Underwood
   Staff: Sydnie Krause

SFWA/ ASFA Liaison Division
SFwa/ ASFA Liaisons: Greg Sardo and Julie Zetterberg

Tech Division
Division Head: Larry Schroeder
   Deputy Division Heads: Greykell Dutton and Liana Olear
   House Manager: Seth Breidbart
   Hugo Preshow: Peter Olszowka
   Hugo TD: Carl Zwanzig
   Lighting Designer: Matt Klein
   Masquerade TD: Michael Rafferty
   Network Designer: Sam Kopel
   Production Manager, Main Tent: Bill Keaton
   Production Manager, Second Stage: Chuck Shimada
   Sound Designer: Alex Kwierski
   Theatrical Event Coordinator: Eric Gasior
   Video Designer: Syd Weinstein

BUSINESS
   Vice-Chair, Business: Glenn Glazer

Finance Division
Division Head: Bruce Farr
Promotions and Publicity
Division
Division Head: Tom Whitemore
Deputy Division Head: Chris Marble
Special Assistant: Karen G. Anderson
Wiki: Rick Moen
Australian Agent: Alan Stewart
Japan/Asia Agent: Tamie Inoue
UK/Europe Agent: Paul Dormer
At-Con Press Relations: William Sadorus
Fan Tables: Joyce Lloyd
Mailing Lists: Sharon Sbarsky
Server: Joel Lord
Staff: Rick Kovalcik
Sales to Members: Barb VanTilburg
Social Media: Marah Searle-Kovacevic
Social Media Advisor: Megan Frank
Sponsorship: David Gallaher
Website: Alex von Thorn
Staff: Marsha Glassner, Kat Jones
Web Content: Judith Herman
Web Developer: Marilyn Mix
Graphic Designer: Courtney Larsen
Online Restaurant Guide: Cherise Kelley
Online Staff Support: Jerry Gieseke

Publications
Division Head: Guy Lillian
Deputy: Rose-Marie Lillian
Newsletter Staff: Tom Galloway, Cherise Kelley, Kaye Thornbrugh
Progress Reports #1 and #2: Warren Buff
Progress Report #3: Megan Frank
Progress Report #4: Meredith Branstad
Restaurant Guide: Cherise Kelley

WSFS Division
Division Head: Linda Deneroff
Business Meeting: Kevin Standlee
Deputy: Jared Dashoff
Secretary: Linda Deneroff
Parliamentarian: Donald E. Eastlake III
Timekeeper: Jesi Pershing
Sergeant-at-Arms: Joyce Reynolds-Ward
Videographer: Lisa Hayes
Assistant Videographers: Kuma Bear, Christopher Carson
Hugo Administrator: John Lorentz and Ruth Sachter
Staff: Dave McCarty
Voters Packet Coordinator: Will Frank
Web Application: Ronald Oakes
Site Selection: Joni Brill Dashoff
Deputy: Judith Bemis
Staff: Don Crossman, Todd Dashoff, John Hedtke, Marilyn Hedtke, Tony Louis, G. Patrick Molloy, Mark Linneman, Gary Plumlee

BACK OF HOUSE
Vice-Chair, Back of House: Mike Willmoth
Assistant: Jean Goddin
Staff: Alison Stern, Kathryn Yeager, Shell Gosztyla

Facilities
Division Head: Sean McCoy
Deputy Division Head: Dave Doering
Convention Center: Dave Doering
Decorator Liaison and Layouts: Chip Hitchcock
Loading Dock: Pat Porter

Hospitality
Hospitality Division Head: Marah Searle-Kovacevic
Deputy Division Head: Rebecca Smith
Con Suite: Joel Phillips

Green Room Staff: Elizabeth Vann-Clark
Hugo Losers Party 2014: Marah Searle-Kovacevic
Staff Den: Alice Hescox
Staff: LaMont Jones, Mitzi Jones

Operations
Division Heads: Robbie Bourget and John Harold
Staff: Brenda Fortin, Jacob Fortin, Steven Lopata
Communications Area Head: Bert Boden
Staff: Suzi Casement
IT Area Head: Lee Almodovar
Logistics: Pat Porter
Staff: David Pawtowski, Eric Pawtowski, Yvonne Pawtowski
Offsite Storage & Shipments: Gordon Duane

Services
Division Head: Becky Thomson
Deputy: Bobbi Armbruster
Accessibility: Bill Thomasson
Assistants: Lenore Jean Jones and Tanya Washburn
Staff: Karen Babcock, Helen Gbala, Christopher Hatton
Child Care: Lisa Garrison-Ragsdale
Child Care At-Con Liaison: Alison Stern
Info Desk At-Con: Cathy Mullican
Staff: Patricia Leslie, Linda Robinett
Info Desk: Tom Veal
Office: Sean Thomson
Deputy: Linda Ross Mansfield and Dave Ratti
Staff: Lee Shepard
Purchaser: Rick Kovalcik
Ribbons: Sharon Pierce
Assistant: Kerry Kuhn
Sign Shop: Jenni Merrifield
Volunteers (At-Con): Steve Harmon
Assistant: Beck Prigot
Volunteers (Pre-Con): Louise Kleba
Assistant: Tom Veal
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